
 

 

Ed photo, Reedsport Oregon 
by senga » Fri Dec 12, 2008 2:51 pm  

A picture of Ed for you.  

Attachments 

ed logging.jpg (63.84 KiB) Viewed 558 times 

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

Re: Ed photo, Reedsport Oregon 
by senga » Sat Dec 13, 2008 8:20 am  

I found it last year on the net. It was in a logging photo inventory on the net. I looked 

through hundreds of pics and found Ed. I blew the face up and compared it to photos that 

exsist. It appears to be spot on. I have also dug up much more than I thought I ever could. 

It takes some imagination to find the truth sometimes. Seems my intuition has payed off. 

I was gathering files to write a book, it was all about the money. I thought to myself, my 

wife and family will be so proud of me if I had a good seller, that was my primary 

motivation, as money and 15 min of fame was, but now that I know what I know, its not 

about the money, its about me, you and everyone.  

 

I have been researching Rock Gate for 2 years heavily. The secret is not free energy, 

though its part of the secret. Yes, Ed's gererator is a free energy device or over unity 

machine. Its what I call a pulse motor similiar to what others are doing right now. There 

are a thousand ways to harness the resonance around us. I called it the Universal 

magnetic current. Simply put, Ed cranked up his wheel to produce a current that went to 

the wood block with two terminals (Ed's capacitor) then to the electric motor which had a 

belt on it going down to a flywheel set up with a reciprocating rod attached to the crank 

shaft of the motor block. A complete cycle back to the rotation of the magnetic wheel. As 

the rpm's built up, so did the juice going to the electric motor resulting in more rpm's and 

an overabundance of energy that he could tap for cutting and moving his blocks.  

 

I guess I should have introduced myself, I am sengA, male, I have problems like 

everyone else, I smoke , I drink, I over eat. I guess I am compulsive and seem to hyper 

focus while researching and pondering the universe. I am not a mathmatician, or writer, 

though I am somewhat educated and got an A in physics 25 years ago. Im a litte rusty, 

but I have a clear understanding of the laws of energy conservation (broken).  

 

Please excuse the grammer and spelling errors, its been awhile since I have wrote 

anything. 

sengA  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Sat Dec 13, 2008 10:15 am  

Once you understand how the bible should be read, then it is easy to read and understand 

what Ed wrote.... err vis versa, it was actually Ed's writting that clued me in on how to 

read the bible. I certianly read it in a different light now. And once you begin to 

understand what your reading and what they are really saying, it sends the mind running 

wild with excitment, sadness, and the undeniable cycle we are all in. 

 

What book is in every home? What book is the most sold world wide? I'm not a bible 

thumper, in fact I always thought it was manipulated and didn't trust everything it has to 

say. Do I now, no. I won't deny there is much wisdom to be had and understood. 

However it is code talk in the bible, double speak. Seems the Pauline doctrine has 

infected most Christian churches today. 20,000 Christian sects all saying follow us we 

know best according to our interpetation. Simple put, they (current church leaders) say 

much of it wrong and will continue to do so up to the end. I take what Budda said, study 

all religeons! An open mind, willing to learn, is a much more powerful tool to 

enlightenment. The more information we can get our hands on and try to fit the pieces 

together is work. Its much easier to have your questions answered by dogma than it is to 

seek for yourself. For example, Where did we come from? Christian story is God made 

Adam poof he was here like magic. Takes a rib and poof makes Eve, they have babies 

and thats how we got here. Simple eh? Too simple, scientifically impossible ( as it takes 

at least 60 couples to make a healthy gene pool able to sustian itself without birth defects 

which would ultimately lead to the extiction of ourselves before mankind would even be 

able to get off the ground and develop civilization.) Yet the thumpers will cling to Adam 

and Eve with such religeous vigor, they have trapped themselves in thier own dogma. 

How is one able to learn in this fashion? Many have left churches becuase of dogma 

because thier common sense gets the better of them, they end up in a non denominational 

church that takes all in, but many of those churches run into the same problems as mis 

interpetation of the Word creeps in and causes divisions and splits. I have talked to 3 

people in the last 3 months who are in the middle of dogma battles within the 

congregation and between its leaders. Why does it have to be this way? I guess its just 

part of the process of seeking to understand, but this process should absolutely be one of 

common sense. After all keeping your witts about you is what leads to truth of anything. 

 

Peace 6891 

sengA  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Tue Dec 16, 2008 2:10 pm  
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A little poem I wrote today.  

I love riddles, and I'd love to say. 

Read it and ponder, think for a while. 

When you get it you'll have a big smile.  

If you don't get it that's OK,  

I will reveal soon, but not today. 

 

 

 

So you want the anagram you say 

Maybe its acronyms that also play 

I’ve toiled and labored to others dismay 

It won’t mean much to you anyway 

Here it is I’ll give you a clue. 

Only because you ask, I give it to you. 

What lives in water, and builds dams 

The water, life created, by log jams 

Who is so bizzy Turing around 

Five states a monster, we are all bound 

You work so hard to make the money 

Like the bizzy bees, but you miss the honey.  

Zion in Beaver schools let out.  

Martin Luther he was a good crout.  

Look in Ed’s kitchen, there is more there 

A battle cry, that none can compare.  

I asked the Gardner, who cooks with fire 

This is your tag, is this your desire? 

reply 

I wouldn't have labored all for you 

If I didn't think you were able to come through. 

The King of foo fighters is all its about 

Come back to tell all, over glass of stout. 

When have you measured with a good instrument 

You will say “0 0” that what thee meant. 

 

I know it don’t mean… much to you. 

But in due time…. you will know this clue. 

 

senga  

Last edited by senga on Wed Dec 17, 2008 2:05 pm, edited 1 time in total.  

senga Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Wed Dec 17, 2008 2:02 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:This riddle reminds me that Mother seemed to be saying, 

tonight, that, when it all comes down to it, almost everything can be summed-up 

as a special, or specific tone/note. That, once you know this simple tone/note, 

things will open-up to you because you will have proven that, even with the loss 

of huge libraries of thought, knowledge, and Wisdom, we were able to discern 

that the important thing was this note, for it is the note that Mother hums. 

 

If we can find this note, we can synchronize with Mother. 

 

This seems to be what I'm getting, anyway. 

 

Could the real honey of the bee-hive be the hum of the bee hive? 

 

The 'B' note? 

 

~Kenny 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What you ask of me, ye shall receive 

Hope this simple riddle will give you reprieve. 

 

I would love to sit down and just spill my guts  

But forced to write poems, seems like I’m nuts 

 

The poem I gave you is not what you think 

Anagram of Ed’s book, I know it stinks. 

 

Once over the smell, sweet as honey 

Beavers are bizzy, that’s so funny. 

 

But since you ask, Kenny, I will reply,  

A tid bit for you, to make your head fry. 

 

Though good observation and referring to note(s) 

Peter went swimming WITH his coat! 

 

You want tones that ye doesth seek 

1 and 7 have been secretly meek 
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Whats in our face is not always there 

Eyes and ears, an old way to stare 

 

17 is big, and will clear this mess 

But it’s not all, I do confess 

 

So big, in so many ways 

Too many too count, I don’t have enough days. 

 

What you seek as one, is always two 

Once understood, no choice feel blue. 

 

After you weep and get it all out. 

A new man is born full of clout. 

 

Your mind, body and soul go off reeling. 

New thoughts, actions, desires, a new feeling 

 

When you come down and it all sinks in 

No choice but to tell others, where you been. 

 

I have always wanted to understand, 

I got more than I bargain for, I’m alone at the strand. 

 

A burden on my shoulders, grows heavier everyday 

As I sit here and watch man go further astray. 

 

There! I told you, all you anti gravity freaks.  

Now be careful crossing raging creeks. 

 

Better to build boats, bridges over water 

Than build flying machines and become cannon fotter. 

 

For in this riddle, lies your fate. 

Clearly encompassed at Rock Gate.  

 

Peace, Love and have a good day.  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Thu Dec 18, 2008 4:23 pm  

Mr. X Kenny 
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That be some mighty fine cheese  

Some food for thought if you please 

Very good now look over here 

Cheesy cheese balls those little spheres 

 

I like Edam how about you  

If you Made some, what would you do? 

 

Ring twice the bell for dinner time 

Could you spare me? I don’t have a dime 

 

Would you let me sit at your table?  

Have 2 slices? I am able 

 

Pass the bread I need 2 of those. 

My grilled cheese on Ed’s stove  

Fry you up some vitals, it looks low class 

There good ole units made in Mass. 

 

Feeding your brain, that’s what it about 

On Ed’s clues, I have no doubt 

 

Doubt is for weaklings I do declare 

Life can suck it may not seem fare 

 

Why would you need faith if you know 

Faith is for suckers when the cock crows. 

 

When you measure you know what’s true 

Faith no longer required, sing hall laaalooo ya 

 

For God knows what’s in your heart  

So watch your life or you’ll be a big fart 

Some noxious gas floating around 

Terminally mental you’ll be bound. 

 

The warnings I make are quite clear 

I left them for you my sweet deer 

 

I am tired, been busy on the attack 

How many times have I told you all….. 

Don’t look back! 

 

In this riddle lies your fate 

Not much time it’s the date 

 



 

 

You Made Edam I have too 

There one in the same, it’s so true. 

 

Its great cheese have no doubts 

I will be here to help you out.  

 

Peace and Love  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Thu Dec 18, 2008 9:58 pm  

Ryan wrote:Senga, I'm trying to figure out your poem but no luck yet... maybe 

another hint?  

 

On another note, I don't think I'll be purchasing Ed Marlinski's book as it seems 

quite unlikely that Ed used an Enigma machine to put codes in his writings. I'm 

not saying it's not possible, but I think my money could be better spent elsewhere. 

 

 

Ed probably would have ended up in jail if he had an Enigma machine or caught with 

one. Of any kind, even on paper. He didn't need one anyways. He did leave us clues that 

are not that hard to figure out and certianly didn't want to make it impossible which 

encryption does unless you have a specific key. I will just say there are parellels to that 

statement as "one who holds the key" I can say the whole place is encrypted. One just 

needs to be persistant. Remember he was man without a home, countries ravaged, ww1 

and 2. Then comes Communist Russia and Ed would never do anything that may look 

like he was a spy. He greatly valued his freedom and independence and would have never 

done anything of the tinest nature to jepardize that. He had a mission to acclomplish, and 

nothing was going to stop him. So his MO was to stay cool calm collective obscure safe 

under any circumstance. I won't tell you not to read something as something may be 

gained, but the MO of Ed's writing is double speak.  

 

Hope this helps you on your journey. 

senga  

Last edited by senga on Thu Dec 18, 2008 10:31 pm, edited 1 time in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Thu Dec 18, 2008 10:29 pm  

Ryan wrote:Who's "Mr. X Kenny"? 

 

Are you just making these poems up or did you already have them written? I'm 

doing my best to figure them out... 

 

 

 

I make them as I go, 

You say hmmm so, so 

Am I supposed to believe this stuff 

Who is senga, talking all this fluff 

If you don't believe me thats just fine 

I do don't care, I got my water wine. 

I am only here to help my friend 

Maybe you should listen to Ken 

Please take no offense, I have to do 

The only way, to get through to you 

Sorry if I have to talk this way 

Knowledge burdens, I have to say 

I am only trying to make a path 

So you don't go crazy doing the math. 

I don't make this up as you can see  

Much behind it, the knowledge tree. 

So its for you, so all can know 

Go ahead and ask Mr. joe blow 

You are already, don't have a doubt 

No more questions, whats its about. 

I gave you all you need 

Now fry your brain, and feed feed feed. 

 

Regards 

senga 

 

 

 

 

I don't expect you to get now 

I won't reveal this sacred cow 

When the time is right you'll see 

You will know, its the way it has to be.  

senga  

Posts: 51 
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Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

 

Re: Perfect Harmonics 
by senga » Sun Dec 21, 2008 11:51 am  

[quote="flatstick"]mk1 is definitely right - but this all has been covered within the video 

also (finding prime quadruplets etc) 

 

 

----- 

5+8 = 13 (the first overtone of the 1'st after which everything multiplys and you can get 

the fibonacci serie ((sqrt 5)+1)/2 . 

From here starts the ring modulation (4 times) and you can get the fractals and dna 

patterning etc in my opinion. 

 

(first we learn to add up from past events, then we have the fibonacci series start.. 

anyway, the function of pi and phi is 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_circular_motion (see the picture there - you get 

swastika from it also and now you know the origins. check out playing card suits and plot 

them into the "seven seals" story from the bible (or the whore of babylon etc) 

It is very important to know the resonation points (2012) because then you can know the 

past, the present (haha, just one second or whatever time unit late) and the future. this is 

why I don't believe in free will. So. pi is the meaning, phi is the function of time, derived 

from the pi. (There is no point to seek the ending from a pi, because you are chasing your 

own tail. If or when one happens to find it, the phi-function has efficiently made a step 

ahead; "and the realization - the heureka of "should've known it!" will apply". 

 

 

Howdy, good stuff Flatstick 

Sorry for the peoms, I'm not a dick 

So Hear ya go off top my head. 

More food for thought more of Ed's bread 

 

 

Add Ed’s letters and you shall see 

The D is missing why that be? 

 

Bad Love, it tells a tale 

Ba Love, evil bastards will fail. 

 

For they change it, to steer it thier way 

We are too smart for deceptive game play 

 

For they knew would come a day 
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They fell in Ed’s trap, you could say 

 

1 six and 2 what it reveals 

Phi rounded up, he carry’s God’s seal 

 

8 and 13 you all know 

Divine proportion makes it all go 

 

Days in a year divided by thee 

The number 225 you shall see. 

 

Who’s square root is only 15 

Another secret, know what I mean? 

 

August 13th is 225 

8 and 13 that’s not jive. 

 

Listen careful to what I say 

Then you’ll understand, it really is phi day. 

 

Your as smart as fibonicci that great man 

Who discovered part of God’s great plan 

 

Sound, light and matter its all the same 

Universal ratios will conscious gain 

 

So much more that meets the eye 

Find out much more you will also cry 

 

Time and space they are one 

Black Hole sound it’s the gun 

 

Filling space with the new beginnings 

The Old torn up, no more innings 

 

The game for mass has come to an end 

Torn back to energy, to be our friend 

 

Universal constants from all around 

Made up by vibration,  

Black holes combined sound 

 

Filling the universe, putting together 

The mass in hand, defining matter 

 

For if this truth did not exsist  



 

 

Falling apart would insist. 

 

Once you understand your hearts desire 

Without the constants, no cozy camp fire. 

 

Peace and Love 

senga  

Last edited by senga on Mon Dec 22, 2008 7:56 am, edited 2 times in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Sun Dec 21, 2008 12:00 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:I know this is off-topic; please forgive. 

 

But could the Masonic 'G' also mean Glory? It would have many meanings and 

seems to make sense to me. It just popped in my mind, so must be important, 

right? Right? 

 

~KennyX 

 

 

 

Yes, all that, Glory, God, Geometry, Gravity, AG Agnes, AG Anti Gravity. Notes A and 

G .... 1 and 7 Seventeen. Lamda Particle over G.... L is 12 G is 7 for nineteen "S" sacred 

feminine. AL 1 and 12 or 112 1-12 Date Ed had put as birthday on WW1 draft card. 

 

senga  

Last edited by senga on Sun Dec 21, 2008 12:44 pm, edited 2 times in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Sun Dec 21, 2008 12:36 pm  

prospero wrote:  

Ryan wrote:Senga,  

 

That's ok if you speak in riddle 

I think I understand a little 

Ed revealed to those who would listen 
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all the others would be missin' 

You seem like you know what you're talking about 

The information you have, you don't want to shout 

I may be new at this game, 

you may not recognize my name, 

But I am not dumb, 

nor am I a bum. 

I believe I have discovered a clue, 

it may not be known, even to you 

and let me say, I disagree with DePew. 

 

The cover of "Magnetic Current" - yes, that book, 

is where I'd reccommend to look. 

 

Regards, 

 

Ryan 

 

 

Hello Ryan! 

 

This was great, gave me a great laugh! Good stuff, very creative. 

 

Regards, 

Omar 

 

 

I agree and disagree Ryan, so I wrote a poem... no kidding! lol I know, it seems dorkish, 

but its what I'm doing so bare with me. 

I will busy over the holidays so it may take a while to get back to anyone.  

 

A poem titled "Water Fire and Life" 

 

 

 

I seen that before, down in the river 

Deep dark and cold, make you shiver 

Canoe in the water, and my paddle 

That little symbol, I doth straddle 

 

I cross this gentle river, with all my might 

I can’t get anywhere before the night 

I hate the dam dark, it’s so cold out too 

Sweet Sixteen how I’m missing you 

 

Hello, some more cheese for you all. 



 

 

 

Thought I’d stop by 

And give you some bread.  

Before I lose it out of my head. 

 

I know who you speak of, that John Depew 

Double S inverted and askew 

 

 

What he showed me makes much sense  

So did MIT Ferro fluid experiments 

 

Amazing coincidence I must confess 

Its everywhere even my white dress 

 

This motif makes violins cry 

But you know that, what's based on phi 

 

It’s more than that as you shall see 

Cold rivers and wombs always be.  

 

What’s in the micro can be shown 

Can be manipulated and over blown 

 

A common motif all over the place 

Driven to obscurity and if front of your face 

 

Why don’t you see it, I don’t know why? 

An architectural motif left to die. 

 

I love music, love how it flows 

Just like water it’s the way it goes 

 

Wind water and ether to make the fire 

Add some frequency to make it go higher  

 

Cutting threw stone like a hot knife in butter 

Seeing it done would make you stutter. 

 

Hot as the sun it doth get 

Cool to the touch, Holy shit! 

 

Ed’s “At work” sit and think 

Fry your brain till you bink 

 

It’s a lever? A Swing on Ed’s Porch? .. A 



 

 

No…, yes, its both, an HHO torch 

 

Twist and turn line up anyway  

A clever device to ease his workday 

 

Hit your head and spill your bong water! 

Hydrogen torch! cut stones! slaughtered! 

 

The only compression marks you do see 

Ed’s dotted line, where he had bust thee. 

 

Oh how clever Ed! carving the stars 

Can I use that H2O plasma to run my car? 

 

"Moist certainly" as curly on 3 stooges would say 

I will forever more be looking at water a different way 

 

But this is shallow as you shall see 

Much more than this, yes indeed 

 

From life to death it serves both ends 

Water has memory, that does not bend 

Fall in and drowned, to “My water broke” 

That’s when you know you were a different bloke. 

 

Its from the truth you shall see 

Sacred Double S’s, Sacred femin nee 

 

Look in old books and bibles you’ll see 

S to F was a common disease 

 

Not in the beginning, nor the end 

Those little ss, you look for the trend.  

 

A double edge sword that cuts with truth 

Or used as a weapon, very uncouth 

 

Heal your neighbors and your friends 

Its pretty neat stuff, it makes light bend 

 

Physical, mental and spiritual too 

God’s radio field is defining you 

 

Thoughts actions and dreams deep in there  

All those times you said, life’s not fair 

Recorded magnetically for all to see 



 

 

For the flashback, history repeats 

 

It is what it is and is part of the clue 

The waters bare forth reps of the glue 

For if you know, how water flows 

You would know, how stars glow 

 

From fractal mathematics it does all come 

But you all know that, this is for fun 

 

The universal constant, in front of your face 

Energy and mass, must react in this place 

 

For we are in a state of decay 

I know it sucks, it has to be this way. 

 

Peace and Love 

senga  

Last edited by senga on Mon Dec 22, 2008 7:54 am, edited 2 times in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 7:48 am 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Tue Dec 23, 2008 3:18 pm  

Ryan wrote:Senga, 

 

Thanks for the poems. 

 

So it seems you're saying Ed used an HHO torch. Very interesting, and I guess it 

would explain why some people say there are no cut marks on the coral. 

 

I have lots of questions... hopefully you can answer this one since its not directly 

related to your poems - Are there clues in Ed's original writings that aren't in other 

versions such as the versions posted on the internet. I have heard that there are 

spelling errors and things like that and I'm worried that these clues may not show 

up on the online versions. 

 

I am probably way off here but I think you may have made an error in one of your 

poems. 

 

I do don't care, I got my water wine.  
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Should this be "I don not care"? I'm probably way off, but maybe you know what 

I mean. 

 

Regards 

 

 

 

Your welcome, yes torch, no chisel marks, correct. 

 

No worries on the writings and various misspellings. 

 

It’s the greater context of the message you need to focus on. 

As with the bible or any ancient writings that seem cryptic, many focus on a single word, 

was it that word, or did it mean this, is it a misspelled word on purpose revealing a code 

etc. 

As with any religious text, they may happen to change slightly from opportunities those 

individuals had too express their interpretations and had the position in power to do so. I 

did not compare what you ask, but any versions I read are saying the same thing, 

mistakes or no mistakes. It is possible that there is clues made to look as mistakes for us 

to decipher in Ed’s writing, however I mostly attribute it to typos by the typist and there 

are only a few. I think the document would have been more riddled with on purpose 

mistakes so one would take notice and investigate those typos. I however simply didn’t 

focus on that. The code is the document itself in the manner in which it is read and 

understood. It is a matter of knowing how to read it. I suspect no one knows how to read 

it. It could be coded mathematically, and if it were, I think it would be rather simple, Ed 

didn’t need to use enigma machine, but simple algorithm would most likely apply. 

However I get the feeling this is not the case as any code found would most likely put his 

residence status in jeopardy because of the time it was.  

 

We all know the bible is coded mathematically and the freemasons may have embellished 

it for the 1611 version. As 47 scholars, math guys, most all freemasons and with Francis 

Bacon the leading numerologist of the day, yea, I would say there is a numerical code 

there. Did the masons do it, I think it was already done by those who came before them. 

Anyways I feel you don’t really need to get so much into that, the context of what these 

religious documents are really saying is largely lost. It’s only a matter of understand how 

to read it that reveals the true understanding of the passages. 

 

 

 

I do don’t care. I have my water wine. 

 

This is a way to have a greater message from a simple, but yet obscure sentence. 

 

I do care that you know, and should know the future of your soul. 

I don’t care for those who ridicule, dismiss and or those who minds are trapped, i.e. 

closed. 



 

 

I got my water, the knowledge, which will lead you to the wine. Or the knowledge of 

water to wine. After all this is about water in so many ways, that leads one to the 

sweetness of wine. Or once you drink the water, and know, your now drinking wine. 

Changing of water to wine at the wedding. You drink water here, but in the heavenly 

planes you’re drinking the sweetest wine. I could actually write 12 or 13 pages on this on 

passage I made up for you to read. 

 

I do don’t care. I have my water wine. 

 

Peace, Love on earth 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Tue Dec 23, 2008 3:46 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:Senga, 

 

 

If I can pretend I know what you're talking about, for a moment... 

 

Are two... interpretations being used, or just/mainly one? I guess when it comes to 

NT, two are probably being used because of the times, but I'm not sure. One talks 

to me more than the other, but something you said didn't work that way, it 

seemed, yet worked via the other. 

 

Thanks! 

 

Peace 

~XKenny 

 

 

Sorry I missed ya, all have double and even sometimes triple meanings, mirror effect, and 

what seems like oxy morons to what we know and are taught and on and on etc.. The first 

peoms are the most difficult and you probably won't understand them for along time until 

more information comes out. All other peoms are building towards the meaning of the 

first two first meanings of the two to understand the first. If you know the first then two 

becomes first and first becomes two, after all it is the first two that become two, they are 

the two first of the first two. he he...  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Wed Dec 31, 2008 7:12 am  

Some more of that food, that cheese ball!  

 

There is wine, but it is reserved for the wedding and to those that could make it. Your all 

invited, but many don’t listen to directions well, and when they showed up they were 

filthy, they really needed to wash. I couldn’t allow them in. They should have washed up 

before they came then put on their wedding attire so it was clean. And you better have 

your own clothing not someone else’s! I don’t like food all over the mouths of children 

nor on their clothing, when is mamma gonna wipe that childs face, my, my…… clothes 

with stains on them, it makes for bad pictures if you know what I mean. I use spray n 

wash, then scrub and rinse, you can get them out if you try. Anyways, on your way here, 

be careful, the popular directions to go may not always get you here. There has been 

some bad flooding and the land is changing, so watch the waterways when you cross 

them, and make sure you have a reliable boat and the expertise knowledge to sail it, lest 

you be swept away. Same for bridges, there tends to be high winds and sudden storms 

that blow up, its easy to get swept off and fall in the water, if you capsize or fall, you 

drown, sorry, and that’s a pain, cuz you end up getting flushed back out into the ocean 

and its hell swimming back up river.  

 

Anyways I wanted to write another poem 

 

 

Titled – Respect  

 

Some of you been to Rock Gate 

You probably paid the going rate 

 

Admission is what he doth reveal 

His confession, it is surreal 

 

Drops of water fall from mine eyes 

Spheres fall below, It makes me cry 

 

Acknowledgement of the truth you see 

Left for us, that part is free 

 

Oh you should have the deepest admiration 

Does Ed get that?, It is his expectation.  

 

Pay and go in, take that path 

With admiration, and your math 

 

Earth 21 you travel to the door 
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Stop, drop below, one knee to the floor 

 

Take off your hat 

You can do that 

 

Drop in half, your head must go 

The water pipe, bow below 

Please, please please! I do bellow!  

Old King is he, RESPECT this fellow! 

 

The water pipe, its 10 cents 

Ed told you bout corner penance 

 

Get up and be on your way 

Smile on his face you made his day 

 

So much time gone and no respect 

No one new how to read I suspect! 

 

There is more here than meets the eye 

Everyone knows that, that’s why ask why 

Give respect, you must surely try. 

Its what Ed’s wants, while in miam i 

It’s the best to do before you fly 

You had better tell others, I do decry 

 

Because now you know and its your duty 

Do him righteous, or I may get moody 

 

A special man, tall es of love turns blue 

What a tale true, tale vail a gift, he has edam for you. 

 

A special sight will come too you 

Peircing eyes, you’ll see right through  

 

Subject to ridicule have no doubts 

They will try to destroy our clout 

 

Don’t worry Ed I am here 

Your Sweet 17 is very near 

 

Crazy Ed riding his Rusty bike 

Who are they to drive that spike? 

 

I will not stand for Ed called crack pot 

Or speculative ramblings, fit in a slot 



 

 

 

He was very special you don’t understand 

Ed was telling us time, I make my stand 

 

Did you see the stars last month? 

Jupiter, Saturn Ed did done eth 

 

November winds can blow late 

Look there for the date  

December one is special too 

A special number just for you. 

 

Did you hear that bell just ring? 

Two times makes one, it went ding ding. 

 

The time is NOW, it’s all above 

Time to fly free, like the dove 

 

Feel something pressing on your brain 

I know you all feel like your going insane 

 

Ed’s work describes it now. 

When you see it holy cow! 

Its all there oddly enough  

I know this seems like crazy stuff 

 

Monuments, moons, foretelling future 

It’s right now! Its mankind’s soocher! 

 

Heal the wounds of present and past 

Yes I have come….. yes at last. 

 

Peace, Love and Happy new year 

 

senga 

 

Sorry for the obscurity ya'll but its all there if you research. I don't mean to have an 

attitude but its my nature and I'm working on it. I have horrible habbits and I find myself 

battling between my ego and trying to be humble. Its been a difficult journey, I imagine it 

will be for most.  

Last edited by senga on Wed Dec 31, 2008 7:43 am, edited 1 time in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Wed Dec 31, 2008 7:21 am  

senga wrote:  

ResidentEx wrote:Senga, 

 

 

If I can pretend I know what you're talking about, for a moment... 

 

Are two... interpretations being used, or just/mainly one? I guess when it 

comes to NT, two are probably being used because of the times, but I'm 

not sure. One talks to me more than the other, but something you said 

didn't work that way, it seemed, yet worked via the other. 

 

Thanks! 

 

Peace 

~XKenny 

 

 

Oh geeze, I can't read sometimes, lol. Yes the NT and old have a deeper message that is 

not being interpeted at all. So what we know is one way and what most Christian 

churches teach. I'll just say.. there is another way to read it. I'll just say... Giza!  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Wed Dec 31, 2008 7:37 am  

I wrote this one for some dude named Searle who emailed me from this forum yesterday. 

Thought I put it on for everone if interested. 

 

Title - Rock Gate Fate 

 

 

Ed’s rock gate, a prophecy in stone 

So profound it will chill you to the bone 

So little time and much to do  

Oh my sweet sixteen, how I love you 

Wash your clothes and clean up my dear 

For you know the wedding draws near 

I hope your ready and have no doubts 

Else rejected at the altar, you have no clout 
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Congradulations you filled in the cracks 

You know dam well now, there’s no turning back 

Remember Lot’s wife, that pillar of salt 

That can be you, and it will be your fault 

Oh how I miss thee, I can’t wait 

I can only hope and pray, you choose the right fate. 

 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Thu Jan 01, 2009 9:15 am  

Ryan wrote:Senga, 

 

I noticed there were references to the Bible in some of your poems. You mention 

that Peter went swimming WITH his coat, which is a reference to John 21. This is 

when the 153 fishes is mentioned. I am guessing that him putting on his coat is an 

allegory which represents something else. Right now I don't know but I'm very 

curious. 

 

In your last poem you refered to Lot's wife turning into a pillar of salt. This 

happened because she turned and looked back. This poem seems fairly straight 

forward but I'm not getting the deeper meaning. 

 

Anyways, Happy New Year 

 

Ryan 

 

 

Hello Ryan, yes you are correct it is an allegory for something else as is lots wife looking 

back. Basically once the knowledge understood, it's a warning, that there is no longing 

for this world and what's in it, lest you be a pillar of salt . Basically Lot's wife longed for 

things here and was rejected, didn't continue one with the rest etc. Peter....... how far did 

he swim?  

 

Tired and its late 

Happy New Year  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jan 02, 2009 7:49 pm  

NOBOODI wrote:hi senga 

 

im not christian. do i need the bible to understand all this? 

 

thanks! 

 

 

It helps as with other documents, but all are really saying the same thing or have the same 

underlying message. In the Bible its largely hidden and not talked about and this is what 

Ed was eventually talking about or leading us to, the bible and the stories in it. I can't find 

any data that suggest Ed went to a Christian church or any for that matter, which implies 

and goes with Ed's teachings.... basically to think for yourself, or why would you want to 

wear another man's cloths. Its a journey we all have to do and you may be alone or 

certianly feel like it with those around you. But your not. Anyways Ed was in America he 

was refering to the bible, and that is very apparent in certian circumstances, but its not the 

only teachings Ed implied. I'll just say research the flowers in the feast of love table.  

 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jan 02, 2009 8:43 pm  

[quote="TheAmericanist"]I'll be honest with you Senga... I've only read limited 

selections of the Bible. My instincts led me to set it aside given the fact our "Good Book" 

was pieced together by fallible men who mainly fueled ego, and in this response caused 

tens of millions of deaths. The more you make references to it though, the more I become 

intrigued by any coded messages it details (i.e. precession/ manipulating H20). There are 

things we need to know in order to explain to family members and friends entranced by 

only the half-truths at this point. It might not be your duty, but perhaps a calling of yours 

to steer your fellow man in the right direction, away from any folklore, tangents, and/ or 

myths. I refer mainly to the passages with specific numbers (degrees) as well as the true 

path for us to follow. What Ed envisioned as part of the whole. Let me also be the first to 

say... Your insight and direct approach would be greatly appreciated! 
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Apocalypse Please 

 

Same as you, my instincts led me to set it aside for years til recently. I don't want to say 

the book caused death, but it very well may have led to that, as zealous historical leaders 

used it to justify mass murder and horrible repression of thier fellow man. I agree it has 

been tampered with and things or stories altered for sure. However, the underlying 

message is left intact, maybe because those in power themselves didn't see it and felt 

perhaps no need to mess with this obscure verse or that because they didn't understand it 

themselves and or the obscurity probably was used to thier advantage. Usually its just 

misinturpetion that is applied for an advantage over others. They were more interested in 

power than decoding the hidden meanings. Even if your the pope, if your power hungry 

you ain't gonna get it, or may not want to get it.  

 

We know lots of things happened over the last 2000 years that certianly points to 

manipulation for someone's benifit. Possibly our own. I don't know, but it seems apparent 

to me now it had to be this way. Fortunately, preachers often paint themselves into a 

corner by inquiering minds, and when not satified the seeking minds leave to seek 

another man's cloths to wear. In any case there are more than one path, but I would say 

they are narrow.  

 

I'm afraid I have to steer you towards the folklore and myths, the mythos behind the 

myths, because these are the instruments that have carried the grail. It was a way to store 

information, it was a way to pass that "message" down generations so it wouldn't be lost, 

but rather understood someday agian. Just like Noah's ark, we all heard it as a child, a 

simple story, we all know it,.......we all know it? Do we really know it? So I wrote you a 

poem. 

 

Apocalypse please! Lift the vail! 

Then you will understand, the Holy Grail 

 

This is one deep rabbit hole my friend 

My will is to tell slowly I will not bend 

 

It’s for your protection you will see 

Soon enough you will know all that be 

 

That Good Book is like the others 

Hidden meanings for my brothers 

 

Wrongly read and spewed out loud 

Over mankind a dirty smoke cloud 

 

Misused to kill and dominate man 

Their words are crap from the trash can 

 

Think for yourself that’s what I been praying 



 

 

Don’t wear another man’s clothes, Ed’s been saying 

 

Your on the right track do not worry 

Follow along and avoid God’s furry 

 

I imagine now it had to be this way 

To protect the message for a later day 

 

It always comes out near the end 

It must be, for mankind to mend 

 

I’m not thumper if you read my 1st post 

But you need it now to understand the most 

 

All books say the same thing now 

When you read you will say, “Oh wow” 

 

You know Noah’s ark from a child 

A folk tale riddle that’s pretty wild 

 

Read it closely, and you will find 

Weird and cryptic words fill your mind 

 

Why does the raven fly to and fro? 

Why did the dove come back and go 

 

Made it to land but refuse to leave 

40 days Noah on the boat did cleave 

 

We think of the story but always leave out 

Minor details that will give you doubt 

 

Was that 2 of every kind 

Or seven, never mind! 

 

Was it a true story or a tale? 

Maybe both! .......................... LATVIA  

A riddle perhaps to lift the vail....... E L 

 

A tale is a vail the vail hides the tale. 

Tale true vail, vail true tale  

Put some water in your pale! 

Prep your boat get ready to sail! 

 

They don’t like to mention nor explain 

Because they can’t and bring on pain 



 

 

 

Avoid questions that preachers try  

Dummy down souls, it makes me cry 

Who are they to tell you why 

They keep you grounded, as not to fly 

 

All are not bad and help you to seek 

They are trying their best to stay meek  

It’s Ok to listen to all 

But use your mind so you don’t fall 

 

I guess that’s why you’re here seeking  

Shall I lift the vail? Are you peeking?  

 

I know you seek and I understand your pain 

That’s why tell slowly, so it won’t be in vain 

 

I’ve given you numbers in my words 

Have you not understood milk to curds? 

 

Read all data from all books 

Misread and quoted from powerful crooks 

 

It’s all there if you seek 

Left for you, just stay meek 

 

Deception of man it’s their game 

Apocalypse please! Say my name! 

 

SENGA  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Perfect Harmonics 
by senga » Fri Jan 02, 2009 10:47 pm  

Ryan wrote:  

Add Ed’s letters and you shall see 

The D is missing why that be? 

 

 

I know that the D is missing off of the Obelisk, which is probably what you are 

refering to. I haven't figured out why it is missing though... I guess you are saying 

that Ed removed it purposefully. 
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I understand how August 13th is "Phi Day", but I'm unsure how it relates to Ed 

and Coral Castle. Interesting stuff though. 

 

I am very interested in your poems Senga. Keep them coming  

 

Peace 68(9)1 

 

 

 

 

Ed didn't remove the D purposefully, I think it was just time for it to fall off. Perhaps he 

made it so it would in the future. As far as I see they just splotched some cement up there 

and called it good. I see they fixed the other letters as they were damaged. I don't know 

why the owners would not replace the D unless they like what it read now. In any case it 

helped me to find some things. 

Peace  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: The holder. 
by senga » Mon Jan 05, 2009 2:19 pm  

Hello, I had talked to a gentlemen who grew up living very near rock gate. He told me as 

kids that they would run around the property and play, this is after Ed's death in 1951. He 

had told me that they had found a square pit out back some ways from the castle. It was 

heavily overgrown, but they managed to climb down in this 3 foot deep pit that was about 

10x10 feet. He said they had found large U shaped steel coated with glass and wrapped in 

copper wire. He said that there was 4 of these devices and it sounds much like the 

perpetual motion holder and its design. The gentleman also explained that they were not 

allowed over there and were not supposed to play over there, but upon returning home 

had told his father about the large steel parts wrapped in glass and copper wire. 

Apparently the father went over to investigate and seen the devices down in the pit. He 

then called the authorities, who in turn called the military for whatever reason. The 

military did show up with 40 men and trucks whereby the boy in this story witness them 

carring off Ed's equipment. This may also account for the pictures some have with a 

soldier with a M-16 standing inside rock gate and everything appears overgrown or 

neglected. It may be related to this event.  

 

Now you have to ask yourself what business is it of the militaries to come in and take his 

equipment? They obviously new something and took action to prevent anyone from 

veiwing his devices. I think the military itself was in the process of developing anti 

gravity technology and particle beam weapons or death rays described and designed by 
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Tesla. This is obviously a very sensitve subject to the military. Ask Joe Bullard what Jeb 

Bush did when Bullard started talking about the Ed's magnetic wheel, pretty much the 

conversation was over at that point, as Jeb Bush immediately turned and walked away 

and Bullard was instructed that this interveiw was over. I think thats how it went, its been 

awhile since I listened to Bullard's story about the J. Bush meeting.  

 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

Re: Proof of Water in the Flywheel 
by senga » Wed Jan 07, 2009 9:00 pm  

No water in the flywheel. First off, it would fly out because of centrifical force as rpm 

gathered, (common sense) second, there are holes in the bottom clearly visible, perhaps 

not in your pics, but there is. So no, no water in flywheel.  

 

This is an over unity device Ed used to create his own electricity, as I have said and 

explained how it worked in my first post. The missing items is the copper coils, the item 

shown on the famous Ed turning his machine photo. If you notice on that photo the coil is 

present, next to the magnet wheel, today its no where to be found, as in someone 

removed it. There is one shown in the photo but most likely Ed had them around the 

magnet wheel, how many I don't know, but I would guess 4 or more. Someone also put a 

piece of wire down in the bowl to make it look like it was just an electric motor or 

faraday wheel. And If it were a hand crank generator relying on someone to turn it to 

make electricity, I think it would rather be hard to hand crank, run outside do your thing 

before the magnet wheel slowed to stop as we all know forcing magnets over copper 

creates electricity, yes, but also equivlant physical resistance. Simply put, Ed cranked it 

up to produce a current through the coil to the wood block with 2 terminals (Ed's 

capacitor) then to the electric motor, which I believe had a belt pully on it, though I'm not 

sure, it could have been direct drive set up as Ed seemed to have 90 degree geers laying 

around the machine. Anyways once fired up, the electric motor was powered by the 

magnetic wheel, the magnetic wheel powered by the electric motor. The results produced 

more out than was going in, it was a perpetual motion device. Some will say there is no 

such thing as perpetual motion, and they are right, the energy has to come from 

somewhere, and it does, its all around you passing through you as it does with magnets. 

Magnets are like a lense that focus in a sense. Focusing what is already around you, 

holding you, and everything else together. Magnets merely react with the earth's 

magnetic field, the earth is not the sorce of a magnet's magnetism.  

 

senga 

 

I would pay attention to what flatstick refered too about water. Ed used his homemade 

electricity to manipulate water which I have explained in one of my poems on how he cut 
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the blocks. Once you have a power source you can tune its output for different purposes.  

 

There is a couple of you tube videos with various motors similair to Ed's. I will try to find 

and link.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

 

You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Fri Jan 16, 2009 6:34 pm  

I been out for a while, I caught a bad cold and I don't take care of myself as I should. I 

have more to post shortly and will try to answer some questions that been lingering.  

Here a poem, its a little long winded. 

 

Add One 

 

You can always add one 

Try it for fun 

 

Your so close 

Add one for the most 

 

It’s the key you been missin 

Adding one part of my mission 

 

I must tell you this today 

Time is ticking I have to say 

 

I have already given you the clue 

Agnes 16 adding one for you 

 

Mk1 already said it 

Start here earn your credit 

 

A notes are a funny thing 

Try adding one, ding ding ding 

 

Square it and pair it you shall see 

Latitudes lines days year it will be 

 

195 south 195 north is where it all happens 

Above or below to cold for snakes nappin 
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364 days a year it seems upside down 

Conciouisness driven backwards town 

 

More of Ed’s numbers in his oblisk 

To wash and clean to avoid the risk 

 

viscu piscus Ring that bell twice  

Draw 2 circles that’s real nice 

 

2 in the middle 1 one on each side 

A special number go for a ride 

 

If you know this number you shall see 

10 sicrinicities of all that be 

 

A key to pi yes indeed  

Agnes feast day it shall be 

 

Flip flop 2, around where 1 

Another number Ed had done 

 

Its all around Its hard to believe 

How many definitions for TB? 

 

Ring it twice and one for luck 

15 squared number of the buck 

 

1, 5 and 3 little tricks you see 

15 x 3 is 4 and 5 some honey bees 

 

51 degrees x 3 angles 1, 5 and 3  

Sum of all numbers cubed it always be 

 

153,17 and 9 all the same dime 

You been down that road many of time 

 

Cast the primes to the right  

I am ready for this fish to fight 

 

My net will fill up, I gave you a sign 

Net of primes and fishes I do mine 

 

99 is the number to be  

God has a penny just for thee 

 

100 percent I can now claim 



 

 

My call to victory, my call to fame 

 

Sweet sixteen I’ll add that one 

Ring it twice 

Golathagoes hill where it was done 

 

Add it on that way or 17 the other 

Ring that twice Agnes your brother 

 

Skull and bones you bastards stink 

Means to an end, you guys are dinks 

 

For I will deep freeze your pathetic butts 

Parading around like satan’s sluts 

 

No one gave you that right, I have come back 

Fire from mine eyes you will crack 

 

I am sick and tired demented male whores 

I will cast you off your not welcome here no more 

 

Go hide if you think you can 

Caves and holes I know you man 

 

Mine blue eyes will pierce your skull 

Sword of truth cuts it won’t be dull 

 

There is no escape I will promise you that 

This is not a game of tit for tat 

 

The buck stops here a healthy stag 

When I’m done with you, my ass rag 

 

 

 

Pause... whooooaaaaaaaaa.....shhhh OK 

Those guys really piss me off! Anyways 

 

 

You guys are so close  

Listen carefully for the most 

 

Eleven eleven who’s in heaven 

All those that eat bread unleaven 

 

I gave you the number that you did need 



 

 

Adding one for the host yes indeed 

 

Agnes gave you what you seek 

Simple numbers for the meek 

 

What resonates chamber the of king  

Like a bell remember ding ding 

 

Lui D already said the word gate 

What note, number key to your fate? 

 

Do the math and multiply thee 

Ed’s first numbers left for me 

 

Agnes plus 1 x Ed’s first numbers 

Should awaken you from your slumbers 

 

121 is my total name 

121 years Ed in this game 

 

193 honey combs and bees  

Flow from my mouth knowledge tree 

 

For if you know what is Rock Gate  

Granite leaf and shafts tis your fate 

 

I said before I will again have to say 

Giza my friends its starting today 

 

Prophecies in stone waiting for you 

Holding back I really want too 

 

Not that I’m selfish or secrets keep 

I have a feeling they’ll be calling me creep 

 

Lidless coffers 6 inch thick sides 

7 inch floor thickness Ed did cry 

 

Mutliply thee and you shall see 

Some of all angels that will be 

 

Its also my bee day, day I was born 

6 one and 7 spring time adorn 

 

Take a chance and roll 2 dice 

21 total all sides that nice 



 

 

 

8 points on each it’s a cube 

88 keys on my piano, dude 

 

Eleven more the best you can be 

Get God’s penny do not flee from me  

100 percent you and you and she! 

 

64 is the checkers black and white 

Freemason flooring, blood spill they might 

 

Death and rebirth it does all means 

Bible stories, reincarnation and your genes 

 

God has a penny just for you 

You’ll be one and complete instead of two 

 

I guess I never told you about adding 1 

A little trick bees told me how it was done 

 

I’ll have to write another I suppose  

Got a bad cold I got to blow my nose 

 

Ahhhhhh chuuuuuuuuuu  

Senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Sun Jan 18, 2009 12:46 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:I'm sorry, but I think I'm lost... 

 

And I also have a bad cold. 'Haven't had one, really, in several years. Not like this. 

If this is the way colds are going to be, I definitely don't want to catch the flu, 

especially as how I don't trust the source anymore... 

 

Omar, if you figure it out help some of us out 'cause my head just won't do the 

math anymore. I'm wondering if this dog can learn anymore tricks... 

 

Good poem, Senga! (Although I really don't understand it...) Also, happy belated 

birthday! 

 

~KennyEx 
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I guess if I miss this train, I'll hopefully see you guys in 26,000 years. 

 

 

 

Your cold will be better soon, its a nasty one, it has a tendency to turn into bacterial 

infection so beware. It may require the use of antibiotics to get rid of. If it lingers it can 

affect your heart and do damage.  

 

You can't do math anymore? Add, subtract, multiply, divide? Not that hard, read slowly 

and write the numbers down, play with it. 

Poems are wrote so you won't understand right now, be patient. Your not missing any 

train unless you chose too.  

 

As far as my birthday, it is 6171965 on the 168th day of the year i was born. I'll take that 

birthday happy belated though. I'm not sure what your implying, I am not Ed, but I feel 

like I channel him sometimes, I'm not a clarvoyant or nothing as far as I know. I will say 

I am connected through the numbers to all this.  

Anyways I wrote another poem, I wrote this for Omar some time last week and forgot 

about it. It was a response to his compliment to my poem.  

 

The Obelisk 

 

Omar, now your talking wise man  

Thank you, compliment, you a fan?  

 

Obelisk talks if you do your math 

It can lead you to the straight path 

 

Rod of Iron, staff in your hand 

Welcome to the promised land 

 

Numbers and letters much more here 

I only gave you teaser, look more there 

 

One eleven knowledge is mighty 

Tread the knowledge must go lightly 

 

One Oh five is a cool address 

How many times have I said white dress? 

 

Harmonies playing in your head 

Musical universe make your bed 

 

I’d rather rest and sleep in peace 

No rest for wicked, that prickly fleece 



 

 

 

1 and 10, you have heard  

add one for keeper of the bird 

 

Numbers of creation where you walk 

Look at the earth before you talk 

 

Looking for primes you can add one 

Square root of 5 plus one for the sun 

 

Divide by 2 you know what’s golden 

Prophecy revealed I be Holden 

 

3114 BC Aug. 14th Mayans did say 

Age for us began plus one after phi day 

 

2012 calculate this math 

Maya Hebrew makes a path 

 

Divide by Phi and you shall see 

Hebrew numbers knowledge tree 

 

Greek and English, Latin too 

Ed had left it just for you 

 

Treading waters to my water broke 

You have heard me say, you were a different folk 

 

Don’t worry about the bible; God’s hand is in there 

Like all the others, go ahead and read if you care 

 

A trap for evil in its own deception 

How man got here and his conception 

 

For even the deceivers are deceived 

Old power whores crap they still cleave 

 

Grow up old punks or else my wrath 

Wind and water will blow you off this path 

 

If you like blood and to toil and sweat 

I will oblige you and you will lose that bet 

 

Dirty fingernails take lifetimes to clean 

Come back in front of me better gleam 

 



 

 

That’s your choice to leave or to stay  

No one’s making you be this way 

 

I will warn you, time limit, on this fall 

Time run out, you have never existed at all 

 

So be it! if you cannot look at my face 

So be it! If you cannot handle grace 

I will grant your wish, you made your case 

Bye bye, As if you were never here in the first place 

 

I recycle it’s a good thing 

Hear any bells go ding ding? 

 

Butterflies in space do their affect 

Do our faces? Do they reflect? 

 

It is possible I suppose 

Manipulate possible, create no no 

 

We are from this place there is no doubt 

Giants make mules you heard about 

 

Aliens have problems living here 

Magnetic environment the problem my dear 

 

For if you are not from this place 

DNA will start to unzip in a race 

 

They create environment just for themselves 

That’s why they act like little elves 

 

Giants, just another bipedal walking around 

Big ole skeletons we have found 

 

Small one big one medium too 

Surviving and learning feeling blue 

 

Much before us earth tells a tale 

Giants turned demigods, they did fail  

 

God’s mathematical equation tells it all 

Creation of us math drove the fall 

 

It’s the yin and yang, its how we learn 

Human behavior like a fractal fern 



 

 

 

Natural selection that’s all it is 

They didn’t make it but we did 

 

It was the flood they say that wiped them out 

They didn’t look ahead and had lost their clout 

 

We were more scattered and fiddled about 

Made beer, drank and figured them out 

 

If they bleed they die, some knew that 

Some say gods, straight out flat 

 

We are not dumb, we never were 

Always someone searching for cures 

 

Use common sense it goes along way 

You can figure it out I’ll just say 

 

Many skull size jump around 

Depends on the planet how we were bound 

 

Wasn’t that Neanderthal pretty profound? 

We lived at the same time, short was found 

 

Did we push and move them about 

Take their food and starve them out? 

 

Oh no my friends it didn’t work that way 

Our mothers and fathers I will now say 

 

For when we go through an event 

The magnetic field can get bent 

 

Sudden loss of mass or gain in such 

New orbits, spins or sunlight can change DNA much 

 

Looking for the Eve, carry your reed 

It was all eve’s bearing, life to new breed  

 

Out with the old and in with the new 

Old magnetic race nice knowing you 

 

May not look much different or radical too 

It doesn’t matter, it progresses for you 

 



 

 

The math dictates this progressiveness 

Its consciousness evolving don’t regress 

 

Is there an escape in this is 3 D 

It don't seem like it for you and me 

 

We strive for the 4th, get me off this rock 

Heaven is warm my feet no need socks 

 

The least in heaven is greater than he 

Agnes, beetles, snake and harrybug is she he 

 

Stabbed in the neck, whore house crash 

Jealous suitor fist do smash 

 

Baptize with water wash away sin 

Penance Corner is where you bin 

 

So don’t have children, not right now 

Time of sorrow will kill pow pow 

 

I hate the suffering as much as you do 

That’s why I reveal so you don’t have to 

 

We all will suffer this future prophecy 

Not as bad if prepared like me 

 

Physical mental spiritual too 

Prepare yourselves times turn blue 

 

Suffering is short for most of us here 

People think they’re lonely now, 

Just wait my dear! 

 

These tidal events happen again and again 

Takes life quickly most everyone’s kin 

 

Ed’s green man cometh and taketh away 

Then spitting out veggies for a new day 

 

Math in creation no reason to shame 

Creation and evolution is one in the same 

 

Argued to death, made to divide 

Stupid preacher’s scientist pride 

 



 

 

Split the masses and the classes 

Conquered souls rose colored glasses 

 

Its all in the middle not tats for tits 

Ed is telling you to use your wits 

 

Aliens didn’t need to come down and tell  

We find on our own, five fingers ring bell 

 

Playing with numbers on primitive levels 

Algorithms drive nature’s real life bevels 

 

Missing links for you today 

Truth to light awaken new day 

 

Peace and Love 

 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Tue Jan 20, 2009 10:21 pm  

A-Scuffs wrote:Hello, senga. 

 

I hope you're feeling better. 

 

I've been reading your riddles and i'm not getting anything from them, perhaps 

this is because I am blind to the obvious, I can't tell if you're serious or you're 

playing with us all. I've noticed a few topics that crop up in your poems, ones I 

can understand, however nothing that takes me any closer to answers. If it's not 

too rude of me, I have a few questions for you, I hope you can help me.  

 

Why are you using riddles? 

You say time is running out and that you have to tell us, what's stopping you just 

coming out with it? I understand that perhaps for us to fully grasp 'it' we need to 

figure it for ourselves, I just feel I've looked at everything I can look at. 

 

What am I adding one too? 

The only thing I can think of with that is the Phi (adding one to the Sqrt of five, 

and divide by two) 

 

How did you originally figure out what Ed had hidden? 
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Who are those people you were getting mad at in your penultimate poem? 

 

Perhaps it was lazy of me to ask these, I've really tried to understand myself, I 

guess the gate is closed for me. Any response would be apprieciated, I just hope 

you're allowed to answer some of them directly, another would riddle would be 

the death of me! Spill the beans! 

 

Thank you, senga. 

 

And P.S Sorry if I sound too forward, I'm hitting a brick wall. Or Gate. 

 

EDIT: Haha, Omar, you're a brighter bulb than I! I guessed I should have waited 

before posting! 

Yes, I noticed Anges too, Agnes Scuffs being Ed's ''Sweet Sixteen'' apparently. I 

am not sure what, if at all, it means anything. It's probably been said before, 

therefore making me look silly. But it's there now. 

 

 

 

1. Thank you I am feeling a little better. 

2. Not rude to ask, yes blind to the obvious 

3. I have explianed why I am using riddles, they are not that cryptic, I am saying much 

straight forward 

4. Yourself, and I can think of alot of examples where 1 is used, primes, phi, .........Giza 

..... Sweet Sixteen etc. 

5. Persistance, patience, experimentation,numerology, simple math, adding the 

coincidences etc. 

4. Perhaps lazy....I don't think Try to understand more...the gate is open...another riddle 

won't kill you!.......I am spilling the beans 

5. Not to forward, you said it, "Gate" 

6. Agnes Scuffs..... "If I was talking about a girl I would have made enough money" or 

something to that effect. But it is about a girl, and a guy, one in the same, its the tale 

agnes scuffs 

7. 43SENGA AGNES34  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Tue Jan 20, 2009 10:40 pm  

Ryan wrote:Senga, 
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There seem to be a lot of similarities between what you are saying and Billy 

Yeager's ideas. Honey bees, 153 fishes, the bible... and others I forget right now. 

You're not Billy Yeager are you?  

 

Also, I'm not sure what "Ed's first numbers" are. I'm guessing Agnes is 16 ... then 

add one = 17... 

 

Regards 

 

 

 

 

No I'm not Billy, that guys is pretty awesome though. Yea, honey and bees and all that, 

that is also in the "A BOOK IN EVERY HOME" and what book is in every home in 

America... mostly.. all hotel rooms anyways! Ed was in America for a reason. Ed's first 

numbers, 7129 Yes Agnes 16 plus 1 = 17 153 sacred geometry number also its the 153 

masonary level which is represented in Ed's largest stone atop the king's coffer, the 

lambda sign or some may call it a square or the gable above the 5 granite slabs, the peak 

is at the 153 masonary level at Giza  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Tue Jan 20, 2009 10:49 pm  

prospero wrote:  

senga wrote:... 

viscu piscus Ring that bell twice  

Draw 2 circles that’s real nice 

 

2 in the middle 1 one on each side 

A special number go for a ride 

... 

 

 

Hello senga, 

 

I understand that "viscu piscus" is "vesica piscis": 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vesica_piscis 
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There are various links at the bottom of that page, one of which is this one: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catch_of_153_fish 

 

Regards, 

Omar 

 

 

 

 

Yea, I kinda write these on the fly, I guess I should spell check! Yes 153 and all that as I 

mentioned and as you probably know its a sacred geometry number. And as I mentioned 

17=153 and 9.  

Ring that bell twice, two intersecting spheres 1 of 1 ring 1 of the other 2 in the middle 

made of up both, 121 Agnes feast day, and more as I mentioned. Hey that's 

tomorrow........  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Tue Jan 20, 2009 10:54 pm  

Ryan wrote:Senga, 

 

The feast of St. Agnes is Jan. 21. Is this what you are refering to when you talk of 

a feast and that there isn't much time? 

 

Edit - Upon further research it seems quite evident that you are talking about the 

wedding feast story in the bible(wedding of the lamb (St. Agnes))... I think. I'm 

still reading up on this. 

 

Regards 

 

 

 

Yes, you are correct 121, you got time....I'm sure of that... for now.  

senga  

senga  
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Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Tue Jan 20, 2009 10:57 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:Ha! Ha! That's cool, bro! 

 

Also, In your poem you said: 

 

"Its also my bee day, day I was born 

6 one and 7 spring time adorn" 

 

So I was interpreting 'bee day' and 'b-day'/birthday. 'Wasn't sure if you were being 

metaphorical, or if it meant birthday... 'Sorry for my mis-interpretation... 

 

However! I was born on 11-29-1965, so it appears we are pretty much the same 

age! Cool, huh?! 

 

Cool poem! Thanks! 

 

~KennyEx 

 

 

Yes, bee day, my birthday was really the reference and bees of course... Yes Cool! we are 

165 days apart...... hmmmm..  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Tue Jan 20, 2009 11:13 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:Quickly off the top of my head let's not forget that E.L. could 

refer to 'EL', a name of God... 

 

~KennyEx 

 

 

I often wondered if Ed wasn't God himself sometimes throught this process. He lived like 

a monk, nobody knew anything about what he did other than build Rock Gate. Just very 

little information was out there about what he did in his off time, other than going to the 
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library. He is a hard guy to figure out, seemed like almost mystical or supernatural 

qualities about Ed and the whole picture here. I have come to the conclusion from things 

that I have found, things that happened in the future that Ed could not have known, been 

popping up as of late. I am over being freaked out over the coincidences. I think Ed was a 

great man along time ago as mentioned in one of the stories about Ed's Father or 

Grandfather visiting South American Indians and they told him that Ed was someone 

special, that came back to deliver a message or something to that effect. I would have dig 

through my piles of material but I believe that is the case. I do believe this is the case, Ed 

was in fact a great man, a king of old perhaps, who had a message to deliver and he 

seemed to know and realize this at a fairly early age. I do believe this was the entire focus 

of his life and he came to America and executed that plan flawlessly. I don't think he was 

the Almighty, but I think he's an angel or human of higher status that volenteered so to 

say. Only problem is, you don't remember a thing when your born into flesh, so Ed had to 

find himself.  

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Proof of Water in the Flywheel 
by senga » Thu Jan 22, 2009 9:00 pm  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6m6QCqNd6gE  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Fri Jan 23, 2009 6:28 pm  

Ryan wrote:  

No I'm not Billy, that guys is pretty awesome though. Yea, honey and bees 

and all that, that is also in the "A BOOK IN EVERY HOME" and what 

book is in every home in America... mostly.. all hotel rooms anyways! Ed 

was in America for a reason. Ed's first numbers, 7129 Yes Agnes 16 plus 

1 = 17 153 sacred geometry number also its the 153 masonary level which 

is represented in Ed's largest stone atop the king's coffer, the lambda sign 

or some may call it a square or the gable above the 5 granite slabs, the 

peak is at the 153 masonary level at Giza 

 

 

Hi Senga, 
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I thought that the "Secret of the Universe" number was just Ed's citizenship 

number so therefore I didn't think it was related to the clues... interesting. I don't 

know if it is possible for Ed to somehow choose what his citizenhip number was. 

So are you saying that the caller on the radio show was wrong or that Ed 

somehow chose these numbers? 

 

Best regards 

 

 

 

NO! Not is citizenship number. If it were it would be the miracle of miracles. Everything 

I know about those numbers, I don't see it possible. If it were the case however, I would 

fall out of my chair.......again..... 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jan 23, 2009 8:53 pm  

Ryan wrote:Senga, 

 

"At Work" is an anagram for "Ark Two". Maybe this is related to Noah's Ark and 

how the animals went on two at a time? Thank you for pointing out the "tail vail" 

on the obelisk. I am wondering if Ed is specifically refering to the Noah's Ark 

Story. 

 

The plant in the middle of the Feast of Love Table is an Ixora Bush. I've found 

that the flowers have medicinal uses... maybe Ed used these flowers to help treat 

his condition? Apparently the flowers were also used as part of an offering in 

Indian temples ( or something along those lines). I couldn't realy find anything 

else that sticks out about them. 

 

Regards 

 

 

Ryan, you are on fire. Yes Ark Two as it is the second Ark for mankind, the message is 

the Ark, the holy grail, left for us by Ed. Prophecy in stone.  

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 
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Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jan 23, 2009 9:03 pm  

prospero wrote:  

senga wrote:... 

Peace 6891 

sengA 

 

 

Hi sengA, 

 

I finally understand your signature in this post! "Peace 6891" is "Peace 1986". 

What happened in 1986? 

 

Regards, 

Omar 

 

I turned 21 and 6891 was the last four digits of my phone number growing up. Just a 

coincidence that it was the International year of peace I guess, I hadn't realized that. What 

Ryan had mentioned is what I was eluding too, I was suprised he found Bonnie and 6891 

peace. I am not the author of that page nor related to Bonnie and or her husband. There is 

a map of Pennsylvania that I found very interesting, it was one of the first pages that led 

me on this trail. You see, Ed had traveled on the SS Pennsylvania to America, he was 

also 25 years of age at the time he stepped foot on American soil. It was just more data 

that proved that it was a tale that was a veil. And part of this tale is Ed was 26 and Agnes 

16 = 42  

 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

Re: Ed Leedskalnins Communication Pattern and Agnes Scuffs 
by senga » Sat Jan 24, 2009 12:51 pm  

Excellent observation, I wish I could write like that to describe Ed as you did. I will just 

say I concure on your analysis of Ed's behavior. As far as "Scuffs" goes..... Scuff actually 

means "Sandles" in which one scuffs thier feet on the ground as a pair of sandles or flip 

flops may from lack of a band wrapping around your ankle. Also a reference to scuffing 

your feet, or dragging your feet as in slow to come forth, or procrastination, Scuffs are 

basically flip flops, and the part that goes between your big toe and second toe is referred 

to as the "L" or "12" or what some would say is a reference to a square, lamda or what 
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some say is the number of man, "12". The symbol "L" on treasure maps of old is a 

symbol for water. Ed has a stone cut like an L that has a rectangular block next to it I 

believe. Its not far from the missing stone, or stone that was cut off and has a small fence 

around it today. 

 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Ed Leedskalnins Communication Pattern and Agnes Scuffs 
by senga » Sat Jan 24, 2009 8:52 pm  

Aurelius, thank you for that translation. It’s apparent to me that to push away or repel 

does seem to fit into the puzzle nicely for me.  

 

1. Scuffs are in fact a nick name for sandals or flips flops in particular. 

2. Scuffs are also a reference to scuffing, doing damage, to hurt or scratch something, to 

mare or make imperfect not purposely or on purpose etc.  

3. The implication of pushing away, as the tale goes; Agnes pushed Ed away or repelled 

his advances. Agnes Scuffs = Agnes rejected Ed, jilted at the altar and his heart was 

scuffed.  

4. To scuff your feet. The lazy walker. The dragging of one's feet as too not want to face 

fear or reality 

5. Possibility of using repel to generate force, magnetism, which is possible I believe, but 

there is many other arrangements to utilize not only repel but attract also. 

 

 

Perendev-power.com has had some videos out for some time claiming a repel motor with 

angle insulated magnets to keep them from interfering with each other. I personally don’t 

know if the arrangement works as Mike Brady demonstrates in his videos. They do not 

do a complete walk around during acceleration of the device. From what I understand 

today, Mike Brady is building power units based on Ed’s design, not exact design, but 

same principles of using electric motor, capacitors etc. I haven’t been back to that story in 

some time but that’s the last I heard of what Mike Brady and Perendev-power.com was 

up to.  

 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Mon Jan 26, 2009 7:58 pm  

I penned this poem last Nov. I was having a moment you could say. Thought I would 

share it with you as I typed it in to my computer today from my notes. 

 

Oh my sweet sixteen, how I miss thee 

Please come back to me, use the tree 

I hope and pray, my sweet sixteen 

That all will come back to me 

My heart aches for my sweet sixteen 

I cry night and day, my tears are for you 

Wash yourself my sweet sixteen 

For these tears are for you my sweet sixteen 

So that you may come back to me, my sweet sixteen 

A honey moon is planned out, the wedding is set, wash your garment, and meet me at the 

stone, my sweet sixteen. 

 

Written 111708 RJB 

sengA 

 

The following I wrote this morning: 

 

 

You have haven’t heard me say  

To measure and to pray  

 

So I will tell you now bout penance 

Meditate pray think common sense 

 

What you seek, why I am here 

Obscure forums for seekers my dear 

 

I am not all over the place 

I am here to show you my face 

 

Its no game or childish tricks 

Its just time for me to get my licks 

 

Some know my bee day, some don’t  

So look at the date else understand you won’t 

 

Wind and water 7 years after 

Birthdays and Agnes what a disaster 

 

Mayan peninsula Agnes revealed 
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Hurricane is blowing, Holy Grail revealed 

 

Follow the path what do you see 

Trail of storm, mirror thee 

 

It is the vessel that holds the knowledge 

Rock Gate draw line to Ed’s college 

 

Split down the middle to cups revealed 

One in the same metaphors is concealed 

 

Look in old paintings Mother Mary and such 

Child outreaching taking vessel, thank you much 

 

It’s over and over it’s all over the place 

This vessel of water, for the human race 

 

Last supper paintings many with no holy cup 

What were they saying about the last sup? 

 

Last supper paintings leave some clues 

Some knew the grail and left it for you 

 

Images backwards then overlay 

Baby, heart and crowns it does portray 

 

Hand at her throat, who is she he 

Mary Magdelene? Who is thee? 

 

The marriage complete ring twice for 306 

Add one for perfect, 307 pick up stixs 

 

Sweet sixteen plus earth 21 at the door 

Perfect numbers is at the core 

 

33 near 6891 the 34 degree 

Bees buzzing round my head, truth for thee 

 

It’s a big step yes indeed 

Free your soul I do decree 

 

I always stepped back and used my logic mind 

I had the time to research and myself find 

 

I’m not a drunk, but I like a beer 

Bald Grasshoppers and honey 



 

 

I consume fear 

 

I will continue to write this way 

Keep you seeking for the new day 

 

To reveal mythos, the truth of the myth 

It’s the best plan I could come up with 

 

Thumb and finger a hand erect 

Why is Ed’s moon not so perfect 

 

It was about this big as fish stories say 

A message to measure I give you today 

 

Reading the hand 1,2,3, and 4 

6 one and seven, ring twice at the door 

 

East coast, Canada, California Texas too 

My path to Florida, my mik for you 

 

Highway 21 Ye Old Spanish Trail 

El Camino for royalty, all hail! 

 

Moon and paths Ed made his way  

Another way I came to say 

Measure me for the new day 

 

Built in Florida a message in stone 

A person place or thing a musical tone? 

 

Pointing to the north Telescopes do see 

Same building arrangement Giza it be 

 

1940 date of the Polaris scope  

12 man 13 soul, messengers give hope 

 

Why did Ed build the same as thee? 

Round 2 if you get my gift from the tree 

 

If I don’t tell I will have no clout 

If I don’t tell you the stones will shout 

 

Born of a Virgin, many old stories of old 

Tell of Messiah and messages bold 

 

Egyptian religion tells a tale 



 

 

Same as Mithra, it’s the same veil 

 

They do repeat, Mithra and others 

Born, Crucified, 3 days for my brothers 

 

Why are they the same story over, why oh why 

Different times and places, understand you try 

 

There is a repeating theme here it’s all the same 

Astrological references time’s messengers came 

 

Took the red pill 2 years ago 

Down the rabbit hole, I must go 

 

Some of you have taken it I dare confess 

Soon you will see me in my white dress 

 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Ed Leedskalnins Communication Pattern and Agnes Scuffs 
by senga » Mon Jan 26, 2009 8:30 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:  

Jeremy wrote:  

Lui.D wrote:It seems that one may not kow all there is to know 

intellectually, but they can make up for anything by being pure of 

heart. That's how Ed strikes me anyway. 

 

 

Well said. 

 

 

Yes. I concur... 

 

This is what Mother told me one time... 

 

I seemed to get a direct message from God where She said to me "I am your 

Mother Creator, the Mother of Your Soul. You always seem to seek knowledge of 

me, always seem to seek 'proof', and as you grow in knowledge and grow in 

Wisdom forever seek to know my Inner Workings and to find the proof of my 

Existence. But know that you should always seek-out my Love first, and that, by 
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seeking my Love, receiving my Love, and in return you loving Me, you realize 

that you are of Me and I am of you and that, through Love, everything that is of 

My Creation is open to you and, by default, you will know everything. Every 

answer you seek will be open to you because you will have become One with Me. 

By becoming One, you will be My Inner Workings and know the reality of My 

existence from the mundane to the Exalted. You will know all things because you 

will Be all things." 

 

That's the love you're talking about. 

 

 

~KennyEx 

 

 

Beautifully said, I agree and I have another take on it also. More to do with the tale that 

Ed left us. I know its hard for some to understand this love. I guess the way I looked at it 

is put yourself in God's shoes so to say or Ed's shoes or really your own shoes, go back to 

the feelings that you had when you lost your first love. I mean when you truely fell in 

love, then was rejected at some point or time. I don't how many in here have ever 

experienced that, but most have gone through that experience of losing love. It can be a 

very devastating feeling that can last for years depending how deep you went. I like to 

read the words of the "First Rocker" Billy Idol and sweet sixteen song. The song really 

does say everything I am telling you about the lost love experience and what God may be 

going through. I have a difficult time reading the words without coming to tears when I 

think of it in this context. Ed was saying the same deep message by building his castle for 

his undying love for Agnes. A very deep love he never gave up on. It would painful to 

hold on for so long. But as the song sugest......get over you, and God will get over you too 

in time, so beware.  

 

Peace 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: You can always add one........ if you want 
by senga » Tue Jan 27, 2009 2:33 pm  

These are all pics of Hurricane Agnes, it started in and around my 7th birthday. I have an 

extra clear view of that day in my mind, mostly because of the events that took place on 

my 7th birthday. Everyone remembers their birthday parties and such, but it’s rather hard 

to remember most of your birthdays and what you did. My seventh birthday sticks in my 

memory like it was yesterday. The reason being I had just broken my left arm and it was 

in a plaster cast. We went to my Grandmothers house to celebrate my bee day and go 

swimming, which had me bummed out as I could not go swimming with a broken arm in 
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a plaster cast. When we (mom, dad, brothers, sister) had arrived at my Grandparents 

house, we were all excited, me mostly as it was my birthday and I knew it was my special 

day or time to feel special as I had siblings, so it was my turn or my day. As the day went 

on I struggled with not being able to swim and have fun like my brothers and sister were. 

We looked forward to that pool many times as we were forced to pick strawberries or 

raspberries before we could swim. This was typically the rule most of the time when we 

went to my grandparent’s house. 

 

I begged my mother to let me go in, “I will hold my arm above the water”. “No way”, she 

said. Finally, as I persisted, my father put a plastic bag around my arm, taped it snug then 

said go swimming and keep your arm out of the water. I remember the excitement to this 

day as I had gotten my way and was now going swimming. I remember getting in the 

pool with a big smile on my face. It was a round above ground pool, very small 15 ft 

diameter or so and 4 ft deep, but looked huge to me at the time. I and my siblings started 

making a whirl pool by going round and round and we were laughing and having fun. 

Needless to say I got my arm and cast wet! I paid the price the next few days has my arm 

itched terribly, it really drove me nuts, so itchy I cried over it. Anyways, the reason I 

mostly remember this day is the seagulls. As we were in the back yard a flock of seagulls 

flew over and shit on us! My Grandma got crapped on, head, face and shirt. Most of us 

lucked out, however there was seagull crap all around us as if they were a bombing 

mission or something. We busted out laughing so hard! My Grandmother was a farmer, 

caregiver, so she didn’t mind so much and was laughing too. It was really the funniest 

things and it really etched a permanent memory in my mind of that day. I can’t say I 

remember most my other birthdays as well. Not even the last!  

Attachments 

 

Notice the numbers 

agnes30.gif (20.79 KiB) Viewed 474 times 

 

I did not alter this pic, it is the way I found it. 

small pic Agnes_1972_track.png (102.51 KiB) Viewed 475 times 

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Mon Jun 08, 2009 2:10 pm  

I wrote this 37 days before April 7 This is the date Ed stepped foot into America in 1912 

to accomplish his mission. April 7th has passed 61 days ago. Its been 9 and 7 years. I was 

kind of shocked to realize April 7th was my 16,000 day alive exactly 97 years later.  

 

I do think Ed was implementing old techniques to move the stones using center of 

gravity, levers, wedges etc. But I also think he had discovered anti gravity techniques, 
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how much he used them or when he used them we will never know, but it is apparent to 

me that he had in fact discovered how to trick the stones into an identity crisis so to say 

by employing magnetic fields and frequencies of an AM nature.  

 

Sorry I been out for a while 

I came back too give you a smile 

 

Hope you thought and pondered a while 

Been sharpening my sword with my file 

 

If you want to know how move big blocks 

Frequency blasters magnetic field rocks 

 

Take two bottles wrap them in steel wire 

Guts of a blow horn tweeter makes fire 

 

Ed had no problem pounding nails where need be 

One on each end to two opposing bottles you see 

 

Bucket of water to help along 

To get the rock to sing its song 

 

To the potentiometer the power must go  

Turn the dial magnetic field grows 

 

I hear the pitch its going along you see 

2 to make one cool effect it be 

 

Tricking rocks into identiy crisis 

Matter to waves gravity’s vices 

 

Hiesinburg principle turned to snakes 

Gravity has no effect, much of Christ’s sake 

 

Matter and energy they become one? 

Pretty cool when you see it done 

 

Its not hard to do if you know how 

Missing D on the Admisson AM now 

 

Ed’s Crystal sets, AM you bet 

What AM frequency do you set? 

 

I have already given the number to thee 

So be careful using the knowledge tree 

 



 

 

Did Ed’s Gate had to be in this location? 

No, it works anywhere, magnetic levitation 

 

However it helps to lift the biggest stones 

Star, planet, positions, powerful spiral cones 

 

Perfect numbers swirling this head of mine 

8128 – (27x37) = 7129  

 

Triple series same numbers bee 

37 times 3’s 6’s and 9’s you see 

triple number series I left for thee 

 

Integer 37 solves many Ed’s riddles 

Some know that, now play your fiddles 

 

We all know three 7’s make 21 

Three 7’s is special, lets have some fun 

 

Seven times seven one more time too 

My three four three I had left you 

 

21 times 37 you know whats true 

777 I had left it for you. 

 

Viscus Piscus and my 343 

Draw those dots in the centers you see 

 

Three on top, 4 in the middle 

3 on the bottom to help you solve this riddle 

 

Start connecting the dots and you shall find 

Two hexagonal, perfect number 6 unwinds 

 

Take a step back and look close 

My two 21 dice ring for the most 

 

Scandium is some special stuff 

Breath of life or make 911 planes tuff 

 

RB is my initials 37 my place 

Bose Enstien Condensate beats gravity race 

 

On my draft card it was signed 

Same date as proven, that was kind 

 



 

 

Flip it around my birthday I see 

6 one and 7 more of Ed’s numbers, yes indeed 

 

There are other ways I’ll just say that 

Electrical charges can make magnets fat 

 

1000 ways to harness the field 

1000 ways anti gravity revealed 

 

There isn’t much time, you got some years 

37 days from now 16K days old my dears 

 

Prophecy revealed there’s no looking back 

Unless you choose to suffer lives times stack 

 

So read it and weep for I have been 

Never would have guessed gate to heaven 

Peace and love 

agneS  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Mon Jun 08, 2009 2:24 pm  

I wrote this 6 or 7 days ago, I got others but I’m too farken lazy and procrastination is a 

dear friend of mine. I guess I’m going by my gut feeling. I know many have this on thier 

minds, I have pondered and figured too long, I was writing a book, then rewriting, then 

deleting. Since all books are wrong, I was wrong too. I have come to a point where all I 

want to do is forget I ran into this thing and live stupid or ignorant, however its just not 

my nature though.  

 

 

Happy happy, happy 153 

16 backwards it shall be 

Merry Christmas for you and me 

16 days till the 17th  

 

 

My birthday is coming up 

Sorry I put a lid on the cup 

 

43 I will miss you 

44 the 17th it’s so true 

At 168, sometimes 169 

Hello I miss you, I am fine 
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I just had my marriage anniversary  

Me and my wife a real curiosity 

 

May the 30th 151st day 

Our 17th this very May 

 

Our 16th was great my wife she loves me 

But all those numbers was driving her crazy 

 

Where is my calculator I do demand 

Stick it up your ass she would command! 

 

She’s a busy woman, I got time on my hands 

Soon I won’t as they come from across the lands 

 

I see you been busy, speculating too 

Sorry to leave you and make you feel blue 

 

I have moved from my old local (30.04) 

To complete my sword and the holy grail 

 

153 add it all up 

1998 understand the cup 

 

2000 years had gone by me 

In 1998 I was thirty three  

 

Divide by 2 and what two sets 

999 and 999 tesla I met 

 

Divide by 37 27027 it shall be 

Minus my address 24023 

 

3004, 304, 34 it’s adding the same  

Her death in 304 was her claim to fame  

 

3 was an obsession of mine 

Wore it on my shirt all of the time  

 

As I got older I started to like 4 

It seemed nice to me and opened doors 

 

Cypress is spring, spring is green 

Oaks and bluewaters in my dream 

 



 

 

Ed’s Immigration papers that’s real nice 

Everyone knows 37, solves and pays the price 

 

My 3 sevens how clever of thee 

Some of my favority numbers 3, 4 and 3 

 

I would be surprised to find that docs real 

If it is, miracle of numbers is revealed 

 

It looks like his signiture, I know that 

Pretty freaky numbers I'm up to bat 

 

Could Ed command the numbers on that paper 

I highly doubt he could, looks like another capper 

 

Someone may have put his numbers to make a fool 

They don’t want you to know what is really true 

 

Chaos to fractal order your creation is revealed  

Light and darkness combined and concealed 

 

There is more there than meets the eye 

Matching my numbers it does fly 

 

Oh my dearest seekers do not give up yet 

I got some gifts for you, good stuff you bet 

 

I hope you pondered for a few months blue 

Putting you in my state so you can know whats true 

 

Clocks been haunting you all this time 

Numbers spinning your head as you dine 

 

Have you measured your fish today 

Subtract the fraction 112 I say 

 

How many Acronyms for TB? 

Look it up the same as thee 

 

On the net it can be found 

Older dictionaries paper that’s bound  

 

Circling the square where did Ed put thee 

His biggest block plain to see 

 

Representing Gizeh and the water 



 

 

Break the cycle and dying as fodder 

 

Why everyone misses it I don’t know 

Pi to the seventh place you should know 

 

355 to 113  

Is a fraction circling thee 

 

617 is the 113th prime  

Another coincidence another dime. 

 

It’s been around for along time 

Subtract the fraction and you will find 

 

242 divide by 2 rings 

121 ring twice ding ding 

 

Numbers in circles they come back 

Round and round until you crack 

 

Give up your ego fall to the ground 

Physical to spiritual you can bound  

 

Perfecting of your soul it doth mean 

Pi the 9 place smiles and makes me gleam 

 

Understanding does kill fear  

Everything I now hold very dear 

 

Money was it, it was for me 

Now its not, so I give to thee 

 

Circle your square and join the two 

Transfiguration was edam for you 

 

And it goes on as you shall see 

Have you sphered your dice lately? 

 

Peace and Love  

Agnes  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
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Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Wed Jun 10, 2009 2:54 pm  

Just a quick note and a pic for you. As far as the anti gravity goes I did find some curious 

things in my notes from my experiments. I didn't find anti gravity so to say, but what I 

did find is that anytime something vibrates it's easier to move. It also appears to wiegh 

less, but not really. I'm sure you have all seen a cell phone vibrate across the counter 

when it rings and is set to vibrate. When it flashed in my mind a few years ago, I had 

discovered that it was easier to lift things when they vibrate. For instance placing your 

phone on a scale, calling it and seeing it vibrate you will notice the scale move up and 

down. So I got this idea in my head that somehow Ed was able to "catch the gap" in the 

vibration while pulling the stones upwards with chains. I did the experiments on a small 

scale and it does in fact take less effort to move something upwards while it is vibrating. 

It takes energy to vibrate things sure.. so it really is just a matter of knowing how to use 

energy in different forms to move something. Tricks of the trade I'm sure.  

 

Edit update: Just for the record, going over my notes more closely I noted the scale didn't 

appear to move. I was using a triple beam and had also noted that the scale was vibrating 

and the phone was moving on the scale. I had hypothesized that if the scale was rock 

solid that perhaps it would show a reading of less weight. For every action there is an 

opposite and equal reaction etc. so that didn't work. I had also suggested that you would 

need one vibration to offset the the other. I guess what I was getting at was 2 sets of 

vibrations to perhaps to achieve catching the gap between the vibrating chain and 

vibrating stone. Since the chian would vibrate with the stone, catching the gap or making 

the stone easier to lift would be difficult. However if the chains were vibrating at a 

different rate or opposite rate a gap could be created that perhaps the chains could catch 

on thier way up where by making the stones appear lighter or seem lighter when lifting. 

Anyways I didn't prove anything and was making assumptions stating for sure mass was 

easier to lift when vibrating. Easier to move laterally, but upwards, I just don't know. 

 

 

I will say those two bottles had me perplexed for months and it sent my imagination 

running wild. 

Many things ran threw my head, was it 121193 hrz or a combination of 121hz and 193hz 

Was it tuning the electricity into the wirewrapped bottles then blasting a tone out the 

blow horn guts wrapped in papper sitting in the bottle? Anyways that was all before I ran 

into the deeper meaning of Ed's messege. Free energy and anti gravity are good and all, it 

certianly can cause a paradymn shift in one's thinking, but it goes beyond all that.  

 

Peace  

senga  

Attachments 
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Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Wed Jun 10, 2009 2:58 pm  

Ed's biggest block clearly shows the rounded edge of the circle on all four corners of this 

stone. The circle overlaps the square or square stone as the visualization of the ratio. 

 

Peace 

senga  

Attachments 
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senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jun 12, 2009 5:11 pm  

Oh and just one more tid bit about the “circle the square” It is I believe the ultimate secret 

of the freemasons and is displayed so blatantly as their main logo, the compass and the 

square. Out in the open is classic freemason style. The so called big hidden secret is 

really reincarnation and of course as Jeremy was able to point out in those pics of the 

freemason temples, magnetism and or free energy which has everything to do with water 

to the magnetic soul, gravity and the field we live in and the geometry of life, energy and 

matter. References to reincarnation were most likely removed by the early Christian 

church as the agnostics basically lost the battle and much of that belief system was lost. 

From what I can tell the freemasons were able to hide some of this information in the 

bible. Some say the bible is a satanic bible and or instrument of deception because of the 

meddling of freemasons in the 1611 King James Version. This is possible but many of 

the freemasons at that time were in fact Christ focused or centered. Propaganda isn’t 

propaganda if the truth is not presented along with it. And we all know there is truth in 

the bible as with any religious text. 

A classic example of Christ being the primary focus of freemason belief systems is the 

story of one Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon religion. I recall that he was made a 

33 degree mason in one day. Very remarkable considering the process and the secrecy, 

process may have not been much then but the secrecy was prevalent at that time in the 

1830-40’s. Why they wanted him is anybody’s guess, many Mormons were freemasons 

so it may have just been a natural fit, but what I remember from the story that he seemed 

to know most if not all of what the freemason secrets were and had some of his own. 

Many say J. S. took the freemason rituals and incorporated them in the Mormon temple. 

However I don’t think freemason’s were sealing marriages for all eternity and doing 

baptisms of the dead. But the overall theme here is as obvious as the Mormon belief of 

achieving God hood or God hood status. Seems to be the overall theme of the 

freemason’s as well.  
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You can certainly understand their secrecy considering the position of the Christian 

churches and teachings, power structure and rule of law etc. Teaching or displaying these 

thoughts really was a crime to the church and they had the power to do you in so to say. I 

think a lot of this information came from the east as the Templar’s explored and came 

back to Europe with the data only to have the church call it blasphemy. I would 

hypothesize the knowledge was buried underground since and carries to this day through 

the likes of the freemasons and other various off shoot religions. Honing your stone to a 

smooth surface, i.e. living righteous, perfecting your soul, life would be easier in the next 

life if you lived a good righteous life. Somewhere down the line various groups were 

most likely infiltrated by those whose motivation was not righteous. In any organization 

that man creates, there is always a time when evil creeps in. As generations pass and 

power changes hands all kinds of things can happen. I don’t want to beat up on the 

freemasons, it’s a group I don’t much care for today.  

 

Take care, will be back in a few days. 

Peace  

Agnes  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jun 12, 2009 5:26 pm  

ResidentEx wrote:I wonder if, in a manner of speaking, the stones could be 

viewed as the 'bell' and you must 'ring'/wrap them twice/two different directions?  

 

Interesting... 

 

But you say you think it's more than that? I guess everything is vibration, right? 

Do these particular vibrations transcend into something more?  

 

Thanks, Senga! 

 

~KennyEx 

 

 

Sure, stones as bells, I can dig it. Vibration is essentially two differnet directions. Your 

adding energy to the stones to make them move.  

Yes, everything vibrates or what science calls magnetic resonance spin. 

Not sure what you mean by trancending into something more, other than getting results. 

Multi faceted those results may be here in this physical plane, they could just be symbolic 

of the physical to the spirtual or gateway to God or heaven.  

senga  
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Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Fri Jun 12, 2009 5:39 pm  

craftyman wrote:  

 

I will say those two bottles had me perplexed for months and it sent my 

imagination running wild. 

Many things ran threw my head, was it 121193 hrz or a combination of 

121hz and 193hz Was it tuning the electricity into the wirewrapped bottles 

then blasting a tone out the blow horn guts wrapped in papper sitting in the 

bottle? Anyways that was all before I ran into the deeper meaning of Ed's 

messege. Free energy and anti gravity are good and all, it certianly can 

cause a paradymn shift in one's thinking, but it goes beyond all that.  

 

Peace  

senga 

 

 

I'm curious as to the last part of your message. I've been looking all over Ed's 

materials. I don't see a Capacitor. I don't see a generator capable of producing 

frequencies above 20 Hz (hand cranking method only). I don't see a magnetic 

amplifier or mixer of any kind to produce a modulated sound in the range of the 

human voice (may audio through a horn?) where's the microphone? So, how did 

Ed produce the audio modulation to create the vibration in the first place? 

 

It is possible using a capacitor and an inductor (cut to the right length with the 

right AWG) using the hand generator a source of power. I suspect that Ed stored 

the magnetic energy in the STONEs themselves. I suspect that the configuration 

of the stones could have been able to produce amplification by themselves... but 

where from ? The SUN table? Does the generator need to placed into the correct 

position too? 

 

All materials are magnetic. Ed said that. He also stated that magnetic energy 

could be stored anywhere in anything. Why not the stones themselves? 

 

Anyone got ideas on that line of thinking? 

 

 

 

Ed was a junk picker and I’m sure he had lots of parts of radio’s and anything else he 

could get his hands on. Many of the things Ed had laying around are simply gone and I’m 

sure he had a quantity of capacitors laying around. What you see at Rock Gate is what is 
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left. 

 

The only capacitor I referred too was the wood block with two terminals near Ed’s 

magnet motor. It could have been just that, just a terminal block, I speculated it was a 

large capacitor insulated with wood as into shield it. Unfortunately when I was at Rock 

Gate 3/4/2007 several years ago, I didn’t take a closer look at the wood block and 

generator/alternator/electric motor. It really looked like a pulse motor set up too me or 

one of the other various arrangements people are presently accomplishing at 

overunity.com or seen on you tube. I think Ed merely cranked the handle to get it going, 

then walked away when it self accelerated as perpetual magnet motors should 

demonstrate. I don’t think Ed’s magnet motor had to be in that specific location to make 

it work. Magnets work everywhere weaker in some places and stronger depending where 

on the planet you are, not by much though, but what it demonstrates to me is the 

relationship between gravity and magnetism as we know of it as two different birds, or 

are told that, but we all know better  

 

I don’t think Ed was storing magnets in the stones to move them; stone makes a rather 

lousy repository for magnetism as those properties are extremely low in most rock. Even 

though at the atomic level yes it may be an arrangement of magnets, or energy, but its 

arrangement will not necessarily be advantageous for storing magnetism like a battery or 

yield you magnetism or electrical energy on a useful level so to say. Basically all mass is 

magnetic mass, but it don’t mean all will be good repositories to hold extra magnetism, 

like a battery for later use. I honestly believe Ed may have tapped into manipulating mass 

to act more like a wave to achieve the antigravity effect or what I call giving mass an 

identity crisis through manipulation of that specific mass by various means.  

 

However your statement of storing magnets in the stones does bring me back to a man 

called John Hutchinson who did all those wild electrical experiments. He does a video 

out where he does take common rocks and crushes them up, cooks them with a few 

ingredients and produces batteries that run supposedly forever. Pretty amazing to see 

voltage reading from some crushed cooked rocks. One has to ask themselves, “where is 

the voltage coming from?” I believe it’s the arrangement of mass he accomplished to 

harness the field.  

 

To sum it up, its possible what you say, I won't discount it and you very well may be onto 

something.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

 

Re: Jeremy 7129 6105195 
by senga » Fri Jul 03, 2009 2:57 pm  

JON DEPEW wrote:Hello,  
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You have posted the comment to me on my youtube channel that Ed 

REQUESTED those immigration numbers 71296105195. 

You told me if I investigated it more I would see that they are not Random 

Immigration numbers assigned to him. 

I have found no indication of those numbers being requested by Ed. I do NOT 

believe that is true. 

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

 

 

Re: Jeremy 7129 6105195 
by senga » Fri Jul 03, 2009 2:59 pm  

senga wrote:  

JON DEPEW wrote:Hello,  

You have posted the comment to me on my youtube channel that Ed 

REQUESTED those immigration numbers 71296105195. 

You told me if I investigated it more I would see that they are not Random 

Immigration numbers assigned to him. 

I have found no indication of those numbers being requested by Ed. I do 

NOT believe that is true. 

 

Hello all, just passing threw. Thought I would throw my 2 rings into the mix.  

 

Ed’s numbers, hmm…… It would make some sense to me that Ed may have requested 

the numbers; he had a way with people and seemed to know the right people to talk too. 

Putting yourself in Ed’s shoes and studying the man closely, Ed was, no doubts about it, a 

very clever individual. I think it was an attempt by Ed to absolutely ensure those numbers 

would exist into the future. If he had the opportunity to do it, I know he would have, as 

paper records and or the fact that governments tend to keep permanent records for a very 

long time, especially of those who immigrate. This fact alone may have been the 

motivation, knowing that his own documented numbers may outlast Rock Gate itself. I 

bet he worried Rock Gate could be gone as development changes landscapes over time. 

Maybe he didn’t think his numbers would survive physically on stone. Even Ed knew the 

great civilizations that had existed had very little left over other than their constructions, 

if they still stand, most in piles of rubble or simply buried with new towns built over 

them. Why he didn’t carve the numbers huge on a stone or make a permanent as possible 

monument to the numbers is obvious. Simply wasn’t time for mankind. With WW2 

raging and paranoia of the US Gov onwards and afterwards, being in Ed’s position, he 

had to be careful. One pissed off customer could ruin his life. He let them marvel at his 

work in stone, but wasn’t going to create a paradigm shift in people’s minds at that time 

with mathematics. He did it with his garden of stone, made people wonder, but they 

didn’t know much more after visitings Ed’s place.  

 

Ed was not going to create controversy with religion etc. Ed valued his privacy and way 
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of life, he wasn’t going to rock the boat and create controversy that would subject him to 

some form of punishment, like being told to leave the country, or other possible threats 

from fundamentalists Christians or Gov. Agents. Back then anyone making a claim of 

how things are would have come under a great deal of scrutiny, grief, people showing up 

to argue with him to Gov. Agents harassing him. It may have caused such a big deal it 

became a national security risk. For when you change the hearts and minds of men and 

wield a great deal of influence of the thoughts and minds of others, it doesn’t jive well 

with any Gov. Governments like control, especially over your thoughts; religion binds 

people’s minds and closes doors. Ed’s numbers and the corresponding mathematical 

formulas are very liberating as is free energy. You see my seekers, those in power do not 

want your mind liberated, and they want you to have faith in God, not surely know of 

God. They don’t want you to have free energy, they want you dependant as do the 

corporations. 

 

The numbers are very discreet and out in the open, you really got to look for them first 

time viewing in person. If you didn’t know they are on the door frame, you wouldn’t 

even notice them and walk right on by the secret to the universe….he he ha ha. I think Ed 

may have got a kick out of that also. I think the second set was to further protect the 

numbers in case something happened to the first set. It may be Ed’s number set, off the 

stairs, was the first set, very obscure. Maybe he felt safe putting them on the doorway 

after he had citizenship which would make some sense. Plus it gave an extra layer of 

protection, as Ed could simply say, those are my immigration numbers what are you 

talking about. I’m sure Ed explained those numbers to a few trusted friends, and I believe 

some of those friends helped to perpetuate the “tale”. And as we all know, “tale’s can be 

vial’s with truth and lies mixed together. Often the lies are clues that lead to deciphering 

their truths. Ed’s tall tale is very clever and serves a much higher purpose that I will be 

disclosing in due time Its pretty well known in the story that Ed had a plak in his room 

stating the secret to the universe. No proof, but certainly part of the tale that could be 

true. In any case we look at Ed’s numbers closely. I am sure Ed told those who would 

listen about those numbers, but in doing so he knew it was a risk, and Ed certainly seems 

to have the profile of a man who knew the risks and took steps to minimize them. 

 

Ed new everything deteriorates and changes, Rock Gate will not be there forever. To me 

it really don’t matter how they came about on the document. If it were just a coincidence, 

like I said earlier it would be the miracle of miracles. The odds are overwhelming, 

millions to one in fact. Which leads me to believe that he did in fact have some pull with 

someone. Ed certainly had a group of local admirers that would do anything for him. I 

would assume some of them worked with local government as in the case of Mr. Mosher 

who was the local land man.  

 

I did notice when looking at the numbers on the door frame, they seemed to be scribed in 

then hardened with something like you do when tempering steel. Which would also make 

some sense if you wanted them to last. I suspect the numbers were hardened.  

 

Just follow this link at greatdreams on Ed’s numbers. 

http://greatdreams.com/grace/99/99BBBBelectrons.html A lot of this stuff did come out 
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in 1998. 144 half light etc. I think it will explain a lot if you have never read this material. 

Light, Darkness equations pay attention to the numbers used. I also like the part about 

3168 and 34560.  

 

Anyways after reading forwards and back which I highly recommend, along with other 

pages at the sight, playing with the calculator, this information is a good base to 

understanding the mathematics of the universe. Mass certainly follows rules and the 

resulting ratios and distances found in all bodies in space are absolutely remarkable. 

Chaotic systems don’t stay chaotic and quickly organize themselves in the phi spirals that 

we see in the mirco to galaxies. Ed’s numbers are really an all encompassing key code to 

the arrangement of energy and matter, interactions and order from the mirco to the macro. 

Order just doesn’t come out of chaos on its own. There are rules in place, been from the 

beginning. In other words, it’s a mathematical certainty the big bang was pre 

programmed by higher intelligence to react and organize in this fashion. Welcome to the 

fractal universe, where all can seen with just a slice. Welcome to the machine, indeed.  

 

 

 

7129 6105195 

 

The integer 37 solves this mysterious ratio...cosine in radians  

 

(( 7129 / 6105195 / -37 ) - 3 ) / 10 = cos ( 6105195 / 7129 ) -0.30000315593 = -

0.300003156397  

 

The integer 37 also cracks the ratio to the Feigenbaum constant, t ruler of the mandelbrot 

fractal, chaos to order phase transitions...F=4.669201609 = Feigenbaum 

constant...tangent in radians  

 

( tan^-1 ( 6105195 / 7129 / 37 )) + Pi = 4.6692....  

 

The Leedskalnin ratio also clicks to the Cheops constructs through the amplitude for an 

electron to emit or absorb a photon , the fine-structure constant...a(em) = 

137.03599976...1998 NIST  

 

( 6105195 / 7129 / 37 ) ^ - ( ht / 2 / bl ) = cos 137.0359815  

 

when ht = height of Cheops pyramid = 486.256 ft  

bl = base leg Cheops pyramid = 763.81 ft  

 

reference Churchill/Massey 1910 expedition to Egypt .....  

 

1/137.0359815 is 99.9999867% of 1998 NIST value  

 

Interesting to note that when Leedskalnin died (1951) the value of the fine-structure was 

thought to be ....a(em) = 1/137.035978....  



 

 

 

Another interesting Cheops constructs form is as follows:  

6105195 / 7129 / ( 37^17 ) * ( 10^25) = 10 ^ ( 2*ht/bl )  

if ht = 486.2573394...bl = 763.81  

Last edited by senga on Fri Jul 03, 2009 11:01 pm, edited 2 times in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Sun Aug 02, 2009 3:14 pm  

Hello, thought I give you some of my dress, it’s a little tricky I must confess. If you 

choose to ignore and scoff, well, you can always turn the channel as they say. So before 

you read below let me say a few words of from the original Planet of the Apes. “Don’t go 

there, you may not like what you find” I have been there and I didn’t like what I found, it 

scared the hell out of me…hehe…..I guess I have now changed that message to, Do go 

there, do understand, like it or lump it. If anything understanding does relieve fear and 

that is what I have come to know a few years ago. I still fear, I am weak, I am a still a 

wreak, so I must move forward to wash my dress.  

 

3 times a year wind water earth and the fire 

4 quadrants of the sun determines your desire 

 

Yes that funny little symbol that weird cross 

Not a German swastika, where is was lost 

 

Negative positive is coming at you 

The 4 horseman of 3 months make you feel blue 

 

Mutate virus and bacteria strains 

Men will be sick penance and pains 

 

As the riders come in you shall witness the destruction 

As the clues come together, witness the construction 

 

Oh the sun that fractal cube 

Oh it cycles time, its real dude 

 

Reading the fractal your nice little charts 

Up and down it goes like rhombus darts 

 

Where do you see the charts left for me? 

Course and thickness, I beg look thee 

 

If you know about alligators standing on their head 

Time runs from the tail to large waves and you’re dead 
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Ed did the same on his biggest block 

Compression marks representing a clock 

 

Carved it out hole in the middle 

Sun fractal geometry in this riddle 

 

Mayan new cycle of sun spots  

They counted all the fractal dots  

 

Crystal skulls, circle on a plate 

Burn the leaf offering can tell your fate 

 

No shadow on a stick in the ground 

Rattler skin shed once year round 

 

Loses its teeth every twenty days 

To gain a new pair for biting I say 

 

Circle on the plate, skulls used to help date 

To reveal the spots, to determine sun state 

 

They have many stories, also in visual art 

I see One’s fear did them, I said mirroring is your start  

 

They did the same, many stories reveal 

The bat the devil the serpent concealed 

 

For if you understood what all these symbols mean 

End of time cycles, infertility, deformations not a dream 

 

For they do come all back around 

To harvest souls they have fear bound 

 

STAND UP STRAIGHT!  

KNOW Your FATE! 

 

If you have studied from many places 

This was known before earlier races  

 

It’s passed around, especially destruction bound 

Brought to knew places, and teach it around 

 

In old paintings from masters and such 

Vessels of water, sunray charts to touch 

 



 

 

The sun of man with the heart 

Beat of time, don’t be a fart 

 

Fractal graph the sun rays is a code 

My back is fried many beans I hoed 

 

There’re all around we use them everyday 

Fractals are also charts I will just say 

 

Oh my great light, heartbeat I know  

Same as everything else it doeth show 

 

Scales of a snake  

Diamonds and Christ’s sake 

Nets and fishes 

Understand for you I wishes 

 

As the charts slither along 

Snake crowns his head rises to sing his song 

 

9 the 9 and 9 it be, add a 5 to make this gleams 

Secret to time that what his name means 

 

I know you have heard Led skal nine 

But have you ever heard of the Lead scale of time? 

 

Well let me tell you so you spiritually may say 

7129 six one zero five 19 months and five days 

 

That be 18 x 20 for turning 360 degrees 

Or our year as we know it 5 more days it be 

 

6105 and ring it twice  

Tixmes Ed’s dime that’s real nice 

 

They both are the solstice can‘t you sees 

Or maybe you did get stung by my bizzy bees 

 

Didn’t I tell you Ed was telling the time? 

Scale up the buildings made so fine? 

 

If you knew your nines 

If you know your time 

 

Look for scales in old stuff 

Fractals to geometry not some fluff 



 

 

 

Scales of a snake swimming along to a fish 

Both the same things, understanding is what I do so wish 

 

It’s all the same scales that wave along 

Create the geometry of singing a song 

 

Earths figure eight fish wavy plate 

Five fins and fingers are your fate 

 

On the door and my sundial 

The wave of our orbit will give you a smile 

 

They show it in fishes with five fins 

They showed how 5 fits right ins 

 

The first was wind, and it will be the last 

Understanding the cycle and the past 

The first is the fifth and the first is the last  

Wind makes fire and big waves that blast 

The earth rumbles, into the fire you are cast 

 

Up the pyramids you do climb 

Scuffing your feat down the scales of time 

 

Earth has the reflection it’s helped make thee 

From the sun, magnetic photons did help make me 

 

I know you’ve see the sun on the door 

16 points Earth 21 what number is core 

My sweet 16 my phi my son 

My sixteen points on the sun 

 

If you understand this little riddle 

Then you would understand how to play this fiddle 

 

It’s fast and small on universal scales 

Huge for mankind, slow burn it entails  

 

If you understand Ed’s fractal BBQ 

Sun’s fractal cube, lest saved a few 

 

If you’re observant and a good looker 

The you would understand Ed’s slow cooker. 

 

Those hot dogs in there will be you 



 

 

Shelter is the key hole, where it’s blue 

 

Then you would understand alive is to repent 

Then you would understand Ed’s was heaven sent 

 

Better to know now that holy sun fractal cow 

Then to scream crazy when all falls like the Dow 

 

Be at peace for you know what’s true 

No reason to be afraid and feel so blue 

 

I know you will for I have too 

Better to get over now than then turn blue 

 

Stay alive and witness destruction to creation 

Understand your roll and your mediation. 

 

For so many will be so scared, ignorance to suffer 

So take a part, it’s a start, to be mankind’s buffer. 

 

Understanding is the greatest gift you can give  

Hate to tell you but you probably won’t live 

 

So cast your nets to the right 

Make those around understand your plight. 

 

Accept it and die its ok to carry your gunny sack 

Burlap primes remember no fear lest I cast you back 

 

But if you want to be dead or alive literally 

You need water for both, I can give spiritually 

 

If you want to progress  

You need a white dress 

 

Knowing now and turning blue 

Get over the fear before it comes true 

 

You will be the pillars as fear takes flight 

Make them understand the process, fear is blight 

 

Remember its all about water and how I made thee 

Remember what time really is, your heartbeat is me 

 

So you can write a new book 

Ed’s penance corner key hole look 



 

 

 

So if you don’t want to slow roast like hot dogs 

Shelter is also a key, and not acting like hogs 

 

 

Ed’s repentance corner faced away from Ed’s pit 

Shelter and keyhole repentance is it 

 

Repentance is the key lest the pit 

Repentance dead or alive you know it 

 

It will be extremely difficult for the average joe 

To survive physically and your mind not blow 

 

Some of you will be around a while after 

To write a new book about God’s process of world wide disaster 

 

I know it sucks seems it’s not fair 

What would be the point if you did not bare 

 

So I give my burden now it may seem looney 

You don’t have to turn into some kind of Moonie 

 

Love you neighbors and your friends  

Tell them fear kills, it sucks you in 

 

God is great God is good so true 

If you only understood how time makes you 

 

That door is Rusty, it’s the front gate 

Gemini born to explain your fate 

 

Paint on the door it’s almost faded, at its end 

I made it that way, timed out that way, rust to mend 

 

I timed out oxidation so you would know  

Time is short, time to begin this show 

 

Oh my smooth finished has worn away 

Revealing my fractal college I say today 

 

Just like Gizeh and its brilliant white coat 

Eroded away, fractal revealed, build your boat 

 

For it is naked as you and I  

Find your coat and you shall fly 



 

 

 

One last clue before I go hone my sword 

12 knots and 13 cords 

 

21 and fishes, boats and nets 

Listen closely before you make a bad bets 

 

The Great Light is a photon it’s what it represents 

An alter to the lord and about corner stone penance 

 

So many things Ed had left me 

Gifts from a simple messenger 

And my water oak tree 

 

Grab my wedding bouquet on Ed’s door 

My name is Agnes and I will give you more. 

 

Knowledge truth and love 

Senga  

Last edited by senga on Sun Aug 02, 2009 3:36 pm, edited 1 time in total.  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Sun Aug 02, 2009 3:32 pm  

Here is another, I tend to repeat myself, so bare with me. 

 

 

 

Snakes make waves peak and drop below 

Ed was a very clever fellow 

 

Didn’t I tell you about those snakes  

Rattling 10 cents for goodness sakes 

 

The dragon comes with the bat flying out is mouth 

Death and waste will be all about.  

 

I guess you never read Ed’s horoscope  

I guess you never read Ed’s horoscope  

 

That be two times if you get my drift 

His 2 birthdays show of great rift 
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The one that consumes children in there beds 

The one that drive the adults out of their heads 

 

Fishes and snakes those slippery scales 

It’s the pattern, the geometry it entails 

 

Scuff your feet up the steps  

Rubber people did as they reps 

 

Rattlesnakes scorpins cobras fish too 

Scaly fractals make diamonds, not idols, to give clue 

 

Who made them first knew what they were 

Who found second guessed and blur 

 

They come to find the truth later, from ignorance to understand ding 

It has happened over and over, yes the bell underneath you ring  

 

As time passes by, fingers nails stay cleaner 

More time to look, ponder, your mind leaner 

 

We slowly learn again what happen to lands. 

As population grows, more time on your hands. 

 

That’s all in the fractal too, it’s the same chart for most things 

That heartbeat, that warmth, the great light my two dings 

 

Reading the fractal I see this large up bent 

The heart shines bright, a crowning event 

 

Wind was first and will be the last 

Stand up for what you now know of the past 

 

Wind water fire earth four destructions 

Wind was the first now the last in its constructions 

 

The feathered serpent will fly you away 

Over the waters and around judgement day 

 

Another new years day rings for you  

Last is the first, you know its true 

 

For fractals lead to geometric shapes 

Oh Lord not another planet of the apes 

 



 

 

Dr. Zuira I should have listened to you 

Your right, I found, it made me blue 

 

Down below my physical, mental and spirit crash 

Down below I realized its not about the cash 

 

Drop below can mean many things 

They do in fact, all are ding dings 

 

So drop below into your shelter for it is the key hole 

Son’s crowning event, strontium blast DNA and earths pole 

 

Drop below there or here is repentance  

Drop below can be used in many sentence 

 

Cancer and deformities infertility rise 

A slow cooker of death I do surmise 

 

I’m over the blues when it comes to that stuff 

But I’m not over the blues, men still get tuff 

 

I understand the cycle before me 

I understand the process that made it all be 

I understand how God really loves free 

I understand how God really does love thee 

 

I don’t think you have to change your life 

Just don’t be scared of the coming strife 

 

Do you really need every detail to know 

Be a big picture thinker, mirror is a show 

 

You will find them if you look 

But I won’t tell you, I’m not selling a book 

 

Perhaps you all are now as I see S’s in your eyes 

Your books are not for selling, someday you’ll understand why 

 

Love your fellow man and love God is true 

Not silly superstitions that will be coming at you 

 

Embrace it and warn your fellow man 

Remove the fear your part of God’s plan 

 

If you plan to survive, its hell in high water 

Better start now, move away, lest you be fodder 



 

 

 

Time is short a couple of large events  

Will have you locked down before starts sent 

 

They could have told you but they choose not too 

They play this global weather politics only to confuse you 

 

You won’t know what is up or down 

They spin it keep your head going round and round 

 

I often wondered how the sun may do this 

Maybe Dorvak is right a .10 planet orbits 

Drops below comes back to crown the sun 

The destroyer, also known as the second coming of the son 

 

Do you think governments would ever tell you the truth? 

They will after lockdown, that’s very uncouth.  

 

I will just say I don’t know what casuses the sun to do this 

I know its real, It seems logical, push pull, to give it a twist 

 

I will just say like in the movies the best way I can 

Top half the planet bad bad bad, Go south, drop below, young man! 

 

Peace and Love 

senga  

senga  

Posts: 51 

Joined: Fri Dec 12, 2008 12:48 pm 

Location: Spring, TX 
 

 

Re: Anagram of A BOOK IN EVERY HOME 
by senga » Sun Aug 02, 2009 3:58 pm  

I wrote this some time ago as a response to Mr. Solar and him assuming. 

PS Solar, Ed didn’t have a social security number, I didn’t get mine until I was 16. In 

Ed’s day Social security was for those slipping through the cracks financially. It was not 

required that you had to have a social security number. Ed had money, he was not broke, 

he earned it, saved it to build rock gate as it was his mission.  

 

Anyways I wasn’t going to revamp this poem so its coming at you like if flow out my 

mouth, its was the way I was feeling, its not meant to insult you Solar, but is rather a 

message to all. 

 

 

Edit.. well I had too just now, my spelling sucks.. lol 
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Oh my dearest Solar what has happened to thee 

I wish you would you your own words not these 

 

I give you the key of David so you could see 

I give you the key of David so you know how it be 

 

Much of thee objective are contemporary now 

Giza and measurements, the fractal Dow 

 

Why don’t you keep up on what is out there 

Why do you plagiarized instead of compare? 

 

I guess I was a little vague 

I suppose I deserve that, listen I beg 

 

Everything Ed did was with purposeful intent 

Numbers on documents to great extent 

 

It’s not the first time Ed had done this 

The odds are against you sorry you miss 

 

If you don’t like puzzles or to do simple math 

Then I’m sorry pale, you’re off the path 

 

If you’re going to be a skeptic to find what’s true 

Then wear your own clothes and talk like a real dude.  

 

Please take no offense, as I talk strangely too 

Spring oaks to Greenland I try to lead you 

 

Its not you’re own words and you know that 

Think on your own don’t wear another’s man’s hat! 

 

If you know Ed you would surely see 

Then I wouldn’t have to whip you, branch from the tree.  

 

Again please take no offense 

I understand my head is dense. 

 

The only number that Ed ever talked (16) 

The only number left on the door past by you walked 

 

Sweet 16 do you think we assume? 

Well known in the story, you must consume 

 



 

 

16 points on Ed’s sun on the door 

Earth 21 is 37 threw the sun one more (37) 

 

Turn the sun 3d sideways it points top and bottom I do say 

N turns 360 and South pole also, 37 two more ways 

 

Does thou not know you walked past the answer? 

Does thou not know that Ed did not die of cancer? 

 

Free energy and more EMF’s? You really don’t see 

No power lines and much less EMF’s it be 

 

How it works you doubt anyone would know  

So why bother with above so below? 

 

It is quite obvious if you wear your own clothes 

Or are you misleading you’ll burn on Ed’s stove 

 

Those are the few and the obvious math  

Probabilities go up as you take that path  

 

I see you like my three sevens 

Have you not rung twice, seen bread unleven? 

 

Have I not told you to mirror the numbers? 

I see others have and have awaken their slumbers 

 

At least One’s fear and Greg get the idea 

What do you mirror, not furniture from Ikea 

 

The Bat, the rat the devil too 

Feathered serpent is coming for you 

 

Ed was not evil as the mirror can make you mistake 

Ed was telling you this is real and it’s not fake 

 

I’m glad to see their excitement build 

Why not you? Their excitement you killed. 

 

So ring your triple sevens to 1554 

Reverse the number and open the door 

 

Add them together and you shall see 

6105 in your face it surely be 

 

Give that two rings to 1221 0 



 

 

Times a dime, Ed is my hero 

 

9 base numbers in your head 

9 they did not worship it was their bread 

 

Statues of snakes winding around 

They didn’t worship but were highly renowned 

 

Only the ignorant worship these 

They are creation clear as the trees 

 

Did I not tell you 195 norths and south is where it happens? 

Did you get the dime, latitude lines above below to cold for snakes nappin? 

 

The 19th month and its five days 

Because 18 times 20 is 360 degrees I says 

 

Star of David and planet earth 

My belt my waist my beer belly girth 

 

Yes 18 Greg it does fits  

Because of the tree and all its tits 

 

For babies to give suck my dear 

When they pass quickly, so far so near 

 

My fractal thought process many branches it be 

My hair flows down brings it to my head you see 

 

But I’m almost bald grey hairs in my head 

I have aged myself fast, I know I will be dead 

 

I wish I could stay to hold your hands in the end 

My fate comes sooner, God’s will does not bend 

 

It really sucks to know all this 

Sometimes I wonder if ignorance is bliss 

 

No its not! for when an untrained swimmer drowns 

They are reaching up for something to grab hold of, fear and frowns 

 

Mortality calls, as you chomp at the bit 

I’m telling you now you must embrace it 

 

The black hearts slowly looting you out 

They know all this it is no doubt 



 

 

 

Worshipers of creation and the owls cunt 

911 was $$ was the biggest stunt 

 

They make a mockery of what you believe 

Kept you from repentance your life the same you see 

They made money by knocking those pillars 

They are male whores, blackmailers and killers 

Resting in the nest planning their next quest 

Plant you with doubt, your soul not to rest  

 

They feed on you like calf to mother 

Sucking on your fear, and sucking their brother 

 

Oh you should have repented by now 

They keep you fooled, you won’t see the cow 

 

Astroids and Comets coming for you 

1000 times on TV desensitizing its true 

 

For when the sorrows start to take place 

Extreme guilt wash over your face 

 

I should have done something I should have listened 

Woe is me, where is God! Fear is their religion! 

 

Woe is me and my children, nashing your teeth 

Turn to animals, humans as beef 

 

Oh woe is me I should have taken note of the shows 

It’s a setup, Guilt for them to suck on, like their penis hoes 

 

DO NOT fall for this guilt and anger 

DO not fall and give in to butt buddie bangers 

 

They blackmail each other, soon they will fight 

Making their moves, everyone wants a bite 

 

Oh yee foolish men who try to steer time 

Oh yee foolish men, those are the biggest crimes 

 

Straight men mind control sex brotherhood 

Most not even gay, would get out if they could 

 

So my fellow soldiers who read these words 

Bail now, expose them and show us big turds 



 

 

 

So I can flush them down my toilet of water 

So I can send them below, no more cannon fodder 

 

For fear is their drug, its makes them laugh 

Chaos is their order, blood to take bath 

 

Sucking on it gives them powers 

Suck on this bitches, and smell my flowers 

 

Yes my butt hole stinks like everyone’s asses 

But black hearts are so foul, nasty, noxious gases  

 

Ed left me a heart and flowers to kill the smell 

To spray in the air to kill fear and send them to hell 

 

So suck on this you demented male whores 

A dry straw for you as you wither to the floors! 

 

You will be dust under my feet,  

You will be lust driven out in defeat. 

 

For many will come to know what is true 

I strip you away, your naked, we see you 

 

The data and pics from many places 

Not just google or wiki races 

 

Did I not tell you to read many books? 

Have I not told you all you must looks? 

 

The numbers take you away for a ride 

I would like stop, but I know I can’t hide 

 

1928  

Oh that special date 

 

16 years USA I had built 

16 years after, document I quilt 

 

I was 39 in 19 26 

Son orbits 360 it’s 26 

N and S turn at 37 

Ed’s date and numbers he was from heaven 

 

Turn the handle of my 4133  



 

 

Photons with Steel Ed harvest thee 

 

That is on the handle, oh sorry you didn’t see that 

Please be the observer, and put on your own hat 

 

I guess you couldn’t have known if you didn’t look 

I guess it’s why I’m here to tell you, not from a book 

 

Number on the handle, raphus and add, now in half by 2 rings 

My two 37’s which make 74 ding ding 

 

When you find the family of scuffs you shall surely see 

Double 37 every where for you and favor for me 

 

There are many more these are off the top of my head 

Because I have not written, because I will be dead 

 

I have told you I am not writing no books 

Because I learned more money is only for crooks 

 

I learned two years ago it’s not for me to write 

It’s for all of you to do so others can know past plight. 

 

So start to remove the fear and know what’s true 

Then I will stop feeling so blue 

 

No time for thieves to suck off me, turn data into stash 

No time for magnet motors and dreams of big book cash 

 

I have told you time is near 

I have told you no longer fear 

 

Trial by fire study rouge waves 

Objective to contemporary not hidden in a cave 

 

So I tell you now, it’s about the su-on 

Tell you now so you know how it is done 

 

Understand the fractal, Always a big dip  

Before your ass is fried the sun’s holy grip 

 

The snake the dragon crowns its head 

When it strikes you’ll surely be dead 

 

I love my 9’s that coiled snake 

The 9’s will tell you were going to bake 



 

 

 

Then toss around like my toss salad 

Like the musical universe, that wonderful ballad 

 

For if you know what is true 

Then you know why I so blue 

 

I am human also and will suffer with thee 

But you don’t have to as bad, if prepared like me 

 

The four horsemen will all bring different effect (the sun) 

The four quadrants, 2 neg 2 pos you can’t reject (same as Ed’s motor) 

 

If you study the sun you can do more than guess the rest 

Different thickness in Giza courses read that fractal best 

You will see what I mean on your lonely quest 

 

It really comes down to mathematical certainties 

Fitting the pieces and counting the anomalies 

 

Outstanding odds that what I say is true 

Astronomical odds which force you to conclude 

 

We do now know black plague was solar event 

Changing bacteria and life’s DNA can get bent 

 

Causing plagues and other things to arise 

It will seem like the end of the world I do surmise 

 

Passes threw you no escape for you 

Man is over yes its not but is true 

New species is born, that why I feel blue 

Not many left now its starting over  

The meek survive the rich survive and go crazy 

Like their not crazy now but many do know 

That’s why they build super subs and dig holes in the ground. 

They don’t want panic and keep you deception bound 

They need time to loot out the rest 

If you think they care about you, weep for souls to rest 

No escapes this time clock of despair  

It’s just the way it has to be I know it don’t seem fair 

 

I am so sorry my dear seekers 

This is not about surviving physically as I call you peekers 

This is about spiritual survival that why say meekers 

Then you understand why I say it like wearing sneakers. 



 

 

 

Thousand years of breeding till the next war 

Then too will they forget what’s really at the core 

 

2012 and all the worries bring fears 

I got time you say, let’s have some more beers 

 

You can learn from me it requires no pay 

Then you would understand Ed’s birthday  

 

My three sevens make 21 “OO” I say 

Alternate numbers and have a bad day 

 

What time is that I don’t know milk to cream? 

2 years to long like thief in the night I do mean 

 

A couple of events and you’ll be lock down 

It buys them time to get out of town 

 

They won’t tell you till they can’t prevent 

Don’t matter now your locked down event 

 

My water is gone no food on my table 

Servo street drones take aim tenth able 

 

It’s extermination by those determined to live 

It’s an abomination those souls I will sive 

 

2 years of repentance before the big day 

2 years to short to prepare I now say 

 

You’ll be at home your comfort zones 

Roast like dogs and scraping human bones 

 

Ed’s dates are numbers for you and me 

For its about time it’s plain to see 

 

1928 is the first number he wrote 

From 1912 is 16 from 1944 is 16 

 

From 44 tis 21 till 65 

Year of Kenny’s birth, that’s no jive 

 

1928 plus 37, is also Kenny’s birth 

Smokin greengrass hoppers, eating honey my girth 

 



 

 

Ed sure did like his threes and sevens 

Follow along this path to the heavens 

 

Died in 51 two sevens till kenny’s year 

Understand your sicrinicities then nothing to fear 

I know that angle yes it is hear 

Giza and fractals I hold dear 

 

Ed was 37 when it was 19 24 

Triple eights are knocking at your door 

 

 

Ed was 34 in 21 Fib numbers all over 

Ed harvest them with his 4 leaf clover (Ed’s motor) 

What has five sides 13 acre base 

21 acre sides 34 is the total case.  

Ed knew that, I know that, as I am his biggest fan 

You would know he knew that as Ed was a landman (surveyor) 

 

I’m sure you been seeing Fib numbers whack you in the face 

Spirals in and spiral out of this place 

Ed biggest block, to opposing golden rectangle no doubt 

112 the first three fibs 

Old man born back in baby cribs 

 

Cosmos69 Ive seen square that circle so fair  

Yes I know that circle your square 

 

Most observant I must confess 

Soon you will see me in my white dress 

 

12 mankind 13 soul  

12 knots and 13 lengths 

 

5 has order not well known  

5 is chaos and not over blown 

5 squared I am here  

Hide 25 now add 1940 there 

 

5 and 5’s is also part of Ed’s numbers my dears 

555 Christ conscious is at the end of the peer. 

 

Like 111 you’ll see it soon as Ed had left 

My 3 37’s I do like best 

 

Like 112 you’ll see it soon as Ed had left 



 

 

Like 113 you’ll know it best 

 

He arrived on in 12 I k now have clout  

Add two sevens, 26 the suns e rotation is no doubt 

 

1928 is the 28 for earth as it is for us 

Its rotation and woman cycle match I must confess 

 

Moved in 39 eleven years later to dig new holes 

Just like the sun’s average of flipping its poles 

 

Where is my 22 my V my peace my love  

22 years the sun complete full cycle white doves 

 

19 33 this date is on his mind (37X33)  

19 34 and Agnes he did long for 

Don’t want to lose her now, 

I’m half way done I’m so proud 

I must stay humble, lest they figure me out 

Now I just have to move this gate  

so they can see their fate 

Which will make my statement loud 

Its all about timing don’t you see  

The message in stone I had left for thee 

 

Have you not seen the greatest stone in the lands 

Have you not see the greatest room upper hands 

Have you not looked into the sun carefully 

Have you not seen what I have seen 

Penrose equations beaming down on thee 

 

Oh my little photon you are so bright 

Where is your brother, the one that takes flight 

 

Oh is he the one passing threw me now 

Threw everything this holy cow. 

 

19 24 I he was 37, 

27 more and I’ll be in heaven (1951) (999) 

 

Ed was 25 when he came to the USA 

Why did he made to be known 26 you might say? 

 

Because 25 is number of messianic presence  

Because Ed was tricking that evil menence  

 



 

 

1940 add plus feet tall 25 

Me and Kenny birth year that no jive. 

 

What has five sides and the number 33 

Days apart me and Kenny will be 

 

1912 to 1940 is 28 sun eq. rotation days for the earth 

So many ways Ed left you to understand my girth 

 

Sun peaked and mankind streaked  

Civil rights and the devils freaked 

 

For you time of sorrow is about to begin 

I told you 00 where have you been 

 

These are many facts yes no doubt 

Ed’s numbers and sun give me clout. 

 

For if you take the time and actually dig 

Statistically anomalies add to real big. 

 

Odss that is, statistics, probabilities 

Overwhelming truth in these realities 

 

Just a few more then I’ll go 

6105 to rings 12210, times my ten cents 

 

195 is 19 month which is five days 

195 x ten cent I live on the bays. 

 

You know those circles with the knotches 

Rachet down is five days, its about sun splotches 

 

I have told you too cold for snakes nappin 

I have told you look, numbers your face a slappin. 

 

Have I not told you Mayan Hebrew connections 

5126 divide by my sweet sixteen 

3168 go and look up what it means 

 

Oh dearest Solar its all about you 

Oh my dearest Solar odds give truth 

 

There is more there if you wish to compare 

As you do add the odds, you’ll begin to stare 

 



 

 

What is the matter with you they will ask 

Senga is Agnes, he’s doing his task 

 

I don’t want no publicity 

I don’t want black heart freaks coming for me 

I don’t want to be swept away hidden in a closet  

I don’t want ego’s drinking from my fawcet 

 

But I have no choice in the matter 

To much honey has made me fatter 

 

I consume the green grass hoppers it helps me to sees 

Then I wipe ashes from my head as I cry, honey from bees 

Dripping off my lips as I stare off in the sky 

I no longer need to ask God why. 

 

For my seekers  

 

After you cry and get it all out 

Backbone strong now, start to shout 

 

If you can do this little thing 

Then you have understood time and when the bell rings. 

 

They make a place for themselves you see 

Fresh water and mountains where waves can’t be 

 

The little arks they do build now 

There is no room for you in this holy cow 

 

They make sure there bloodlines stay intack 

Future kings and queens black hearts chaos attack 

 

Fire and evil I will extinguish in my pool 

A quote for you now, Mr. Solar, its not my cool (saying) 

Bald and gold chains, I pitty the fool! (Mr. T)  

 

Oh my dearest seekers I can’t really show 

For this book is yours to write, now I must go 

 

One last thing to make you go ding 

One last word on the wedding ring 

 

Leed skal nin or as you been all saying 

 

Led skal nine, let me save you a little time 



 

 

For his name means…….  

 

“Lead scale of time” because time is based on 9’s  

6105195 is the end date twice  

Solstice or 19 months 5 days that’s nice 

 

If you could understand the 1/37th 

If you could understand time and 1/137th 

 

7129 times those centuries of the sun 

370708 years has counted backwards till its done 

 

Pretty funny how Ed’s numbers fit into things 

Pretty funny how Ed’s numbers make you have dings 

 

For if you understood time in its place 

Then you would understand all, I make my case 

 

For if you know the scales of snakes 

Fractals to geometry made bee day-cakes 

 

If you knew that 10 cent rattle 

9 base numbers is half the battle. 

 

Love Peace  

Senga  
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